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TAKES DHOAD VIEW

NAVAJO

EROTHER OF COL. JOHN H. YOUNG TO EE HERE AND
i WITNESS THE OPENING CEREMONIES OF THE EL
NAVAJO HOTEL ADDITION AFFAIR TO CE GREAT
' EVENT
WITH INDIAN CEREMONIES

J. V. CIlAPr.IAII
LIMES STATEIEIU

KEN WILL OFFICATE

NAVAJO UEDIOIiE

i

AT

E

NAVAJO OPENING HERE MAY

25

COMMISSIONER ASST. DIST. ATTORNEY EX- WILL ASK BLESSING ON NEW GALLUP HARVEY HOUSE
PLAINS SITUATION FOR
SYSTEM AND SANCTION FOR USE OF SAND PAINTPUBLIC INFORMATION
INGS IN DECORATION
DISTINGUISHED
GUESTS
ABOUT SLOT MACHINES
FROM ALL OVER UNITED STATES TO BE PRESENT

PROPER CONCEPTION OF TAKING CARE
OF STATE'S RESOURCES
HAS

J.

SANTA FE, May 14. That
The new addition to the Hotel El Navajo at Gallup, which
ATTORNEY AT LAW
Capt. Harry Young, brother of our fellow townsman, Col. the favorable prospects for
is
the
M.
first public building to be decorated with authentic Nato
N.
Field
GALLUP.
from
will
aviators
Gallup, oil
Kelly
John H. Young,
pilot
development in New Mexico
May 16th, 1923. vajo sand paintings, will be appropriately opened on May 25
of
new
for
time
the
in
the
here
Harvey
24,
opening
May
arriving
warrant the increasing rather Mr.. Geo. A. Byus, Managing Editor, with Navajo ceremonies. For Herman Schweizer, who is in
house, which will be on May 25.
than
the reduction of rentals The Gallup Herald,
charge of the work, is a sympathetic student of Indians and he
In order to give our readers some idea of the interest, ex- asked on state land
Gallup, New Mexico.
leases, is Dear
realizes that special prayers may be necessary to accustom the
Sir:
citement and thrill of an exhibition of aviators, we here
of former Gover-no- f I am handing you herewith a copy gods to the use
the
opinion
of their sacred symbols in this new manner. So
in
San
the following, from the
Antonio, (Tex.) Express,
H. J. Hagerman, as expres- of a letter which I wrote to the edi- about fifteen
medicine men, headed by the two oldest
Navajo
which Capt. Harry Young piloted the exhibition :
sed in an interview published tor of The Gallup Independent giving medicine men, and
supported by about two thousand of their
Thrilled by the daring of A Martin bomber then rose. by the Herald in Albuquerque a correct statement of the slot main Gallup.
chine
As you people, have been invited to perform the proper rites.
Kelly Field's flyers, an immense Soon afterward up darted two yesterday.
Mr. Hagerman, will seesituation
mi
I requested that the letter be
ine XMavajo service appro morning, there will be Indian
was
the
audience
watchand
San
Antonians
crowd of
Spads
commissioner for the Navajo published in fairness to me on account
to the opening of a new games in the afternoon' for
ed an aerial circus of unusual given the thrill of witnessing a Indians in oil land matters, ar- of the attack made upon me in a pre pnate
home
will
take place near the which generous prizes will be
interest Saturday afternoon. simulated attack by the tiny rived in Albuquerque to con vious issue of that paper.
hotel at about 10 o'clock in the offered. The boys band from
This was the Air Service's planes upon the great machine fer with Director R. F. Asplund The editor of The Gallup Indepen
dent did not see fit to publish my let- morning for the double
purpose the school at St. Michaels has
greatest contribution toward as ft majestically -winged its of the State Taxpayers' Assoc- ter and I am asking
to publish it of
you
a
on
new been, invited to attend and in
the
asking
blessing
in
the air.
making the Fiesta de San Jac- way. high
iation, of which the former gov- in order that the public may be advisinto both successful and mem- j Then came a real thrill as ernor is president. Mr. Hager- ed as to the correct facts in the slot dwelling and of removing any Navajo costume they will play
machine situation.
possibility of evil from the use at intervals during the day. The
orable.
two MB-3machines, flown by man said:
of the sand paintings.
Commercial Club and the
Very
yours,
truly
60 Lieuts. J. K. Cannon and A
In all approximately
"I am surprised at the posi'
J. W. CHAPMAN,
new
entire
ine
Club of Gallup are codeco
is
lobby
School
Strickland
of the
Group tion Governor Hinkle has taken
Assistant District Attorney. rated witn the oldest authentic
planes were in the air during
with the Harvey
operating
in
the
stunted
which
varied
air,
diving, doing in this matter of the state land
the program,
May 15th, 1923. sand paintings of the
and
will probably
system
Navajoes.
from formation flying and nose and ta;l spins, rolls while oil leases and am utterly oppos- Mr. W. V. Bahmer, Managing Editor, The name of the hotel and the be a dance there
at
the
Commercial
at
the
made
The
speed that
Gallup Indepentdent,
stunting to parachute jumping going
ed to "it. "The governor's confact of its location in the Nava club in the evening.
New Mexico.
Gallup,
While credit for the actual per slower DeHavilands appear to tention that the
t,
jo country are responsible for All during the day the new
Sir-- In
formance of the flying undoub- be simply crawling.
lease will encourage Dear the
of
issue
the
Gallup Indepen' the decoration which will also
will be reserved for the
Small Baloona Chased
strikes me as ri- dent under date of May 11, you print constitue a very valuable ex- lobby
tedly is due the men who were
development,
use
of
the
same
The
officers
furni
guests
behind
the
their
headed
MACH
"SLOT
in
per
plane,
diculous. The thing was tried ed an article
hibit of these exauisite and of the hotel.
the disAmong
formance in public stood the shed the final feature of the before. The result was to turn INES IN GALLUP ARE LEGAL, meaningful
designs, manv of tinguished visitors will be EdCHAPMAN
DECIDES. You also
yeoman service of approxi- day's program when they dived over millions of acres of the state
are
now
wnicn
the
almost lost. The ward Hungerford of New York,
ruled
I
of
that
that
giving
en at small red rubber ballon?, lib- state lands to lease hounds rum takes slot machines out of the lobby, which has
mately 500 members of the
been added who is on the staff of the Saton
(the1
and
pur- with whom it became necessary gambling class. This is to advise you south of the old
listed personnel of the- field, erated
ground
a urday Evening Post; C. J.
lobby,
who gave up holidays to see sued them up until they were for legitimate oil interests de- that such statements are false. I tiled floor in dull red has
with
did
made
such
no
nor
to
I give black
Birchfield, advertising agent of
ruling,
that every plane was in perfect able, by diving at them,
siring to drill to bargain before
wrought iron stir rails. the Santa Fe who will have a
opinion to that effect.
working, order. The fact that catch the tiny floaters in their they could proceed. The result anyInasmuch
as you have published this torcheres, and other features. staff of still
and movie camera
eras was a
not a single engine missed fire propellors and crush the
public agitation and op- news story concerning the slot ma- The walls are a soft sand color men, E. J.
'
in an
which
Engle,
to
chines
me
tends
place
in
which
an
demanded
during the entire air program from them.
position
and the
The Attack Group gave a quiry into the whole
light before the public, accurate Navajo paintings are of the Santa Fe, and several of
was the best possible testimon
This unfavorable
thing.
state
copies of the oldest the Santa Fe coast line officials
the
I
retract
'
that
you
request
ial to the efficiency with which realistic exhibition based upon was made ,by the Taxpayers' ments made by you and publish this sand paintings
done in bas re No doubt there will also be
of
war
its
performance
duty. association and after long neg letter in the next issue of your paper lief and m the proper colors.
they had worked.
members of the Toas and
A formation consisting of three otiations the land office offi giving it the same relative position
The effect is artistically charm- many
Participating in the pro
Santa
Fe literary and art colin your paper as the news story of
(Continued on Page 8)
School
cials
were
Tenth
worked
out
minimum
the
the
gram
ing and most unique. Navajo onies.
which I complain.
oil lease which is still I will now ffive you the facts in re blankets will be used on the
Group under command of Maj
. .
.
This
is a most unn.
i
Horace M. Hickam, and the Poison Bootleg Booze
legally in effect and will re gard to the slot machine situation that lurniture
nas Been es- usual opening
wnicn
of
had
before
publihave
could
you
example
so
cooperation
state
you
until
land
Third Attack Group, comman fl-s
the
And How It Kills main
been interested pecially designed and made for between the Indian and the
commissioner makes new regu shed theinstory had youaccurate
ed by Maj. L. H. Brereton.u
the
Miss
place.
facts to
MarytCoulter, white man and the Navajo cere
enough
presenting
Many of the officers stat
The Volstead Act has been lations, which I hope he will call upon me for verification of the interior decorator of the Har- monies used will be
a kind
ioned at Fort Sam Houston a law of the Federal Govern- not do.
storv.
vey system, who designed the seldom seen and will ofhave
the
after
my appointment as new Alvarado, has
Shortly
were present to see the pro- - ment a little over three years.
Foolish.
Argument
Says
supervised advantage of being done not
District Attorney a Mr.
Assistant
whilei
members
of
the
i
"The spread between a rea- Eads called upon Mr. E. A. Martin, an the work at El Navajo.
gram,
In this short time practically!
and
V Fiesta committee were guests every school child of ten years sonable lease and a price which attorney of this city, during my
While plans are not com- as a show but as a solemn
"
H.
Mr,
of Lieut. Col. John
the city, and requested
Howard, old can tell you that bootleg
for the ceremonial at the necessary rite.
(Continued on Page 8)
plete
nt . Kellv Field.
Martin to secure advice as to whether
The Indian ceremonials will
Mr. Schweizer said
whisky is poisonous and that
r not. the J. J. Gans and Brother s opening,
be
in charge of Sam Day, and
Brooks Field also had its con it
sold
which
been
had
will kill. Yet there are grown whisky
Gum Vending Machine as described by Wednesday that he plans to
tingent among the spectators, ups who continue to drink the during the first 29 days of the him ta Mr. Martin would be in Vio make it a Navajo day. After the general arrangements in
Law. Up the solemn ceremonial of the! charge of Mike Kirk.
several planes flying over from stuff, and as long as the stuff year to contain deadly poisons. lation of the
city Mr. Martin
the Primary Flying School and is bought and drunk, just so With people drinking whisky on my return to thewith
me and after
took the matter up
being parked along the line.
lone will we have moonshine 95 per cent poisonous we can describing the machine and its per my opinion. I have never given any receive. I am always ready and willHundreds of automobiles stills and bootleggers.
understand why so many died? ation to me, I gave my opinion as to opinion that the machines now in op- ing to give you any information conare legal. Quite the reverse, cerning the affairs of my office and
clustered in parking space asBy chemical tests bootleg that machine. Knowing the under eration
On the last day of January,
since the machines have been in have sufficient confidence in you as a
some
for
of
nature
and
handed
backbiting
is
to
contain such
signed in the vicinity of the 1923, Philadelphia newspap whisky found
the residents of this little city or GalluD I have advised the Sheriff's newspaperman to know that anything;
as acetate of lead and of
baseball grandstand, while the ers published
poisons
statement
ours and figuring that some of them office to secure all the necessary evi- I might tell you would not be pubthe
thousands of spectators for the that during the first 29 days of verdigris, sulphuric acid, wood would grab an opportunity to get out dence to prosecute everyone having lished without my consent. You will
with the placing and appreciate that many things happen
most part stood along the edge 1923 that 614 persons had died alcohol, corrosive sublimate, their hammers against my office, in1 any connection
in, my office which cannot be published
and put my opinion
operation of the macHines.
of the flying field in order to from drinking bootleg whisky pepper and tobacco, acetone, played safe
is as follows:
until the proper time. 1 am sure that
That
Solicitor
Hannett
If
to
opinion
City
wanted
writing.
l,
bichloride of mercury,
obtain a better view,
in that city.
Jan. zi, ire. show his good citizenship, which he had you called upon me. before pubbrucine sulphate, fusel Mr. E. A. Martin,
is always prating abouti he could have lishing the story of which I complain
Long before 2 o'clock, the Six hundred and fourteen
oil and esters. In fact, the City.
made complaint under the law against you would not have published it for at
crowd began to gather and the
whis
killed by bootleg
at
the machines and prosecution would least two weeks and possibly-nochemists have found about all Dear Sir:
road leading to Kelly Field lit- persons
looked into have been commenced.
He knows he all. I hope you will bear these things
ky in Philadelphia during the the deadly poisons in bootleg At your request I have
automowith
was
black
erally
the matter of the J. J. Gans and Bro- could have done that but instead of in mind so that in the future such
first 29 days of the New Year!
whisky about all the poisons ther's Gum Vending device.
that he instigates the publication of occurance as this present one may not
biles, while the field's M. P.
From the description furnished by the article in your paper in order to arise.
force had its work cut out in There are many hundreds of known to the chemists.
Yours very truly,
living in Philadelphia,
you, left with you by Mr. Eads, agent gain a little fulsome praise as beine
Bootleg whisky kills by first of
acting as traffic officers, over- Deonle
the owners, I am of the opinion that anxious to have the law enforced.
V
J. W. CHAPMAN,
deaths
614
remember
but
that
producing violent intoxication, the device
the
within
seeing the proper parking of
not
fall
does
For your information and for the
whis
from
in
29
District Attorney
Assistant
exon-ates
days
bootleg
nervous
crowd
the
state.
cars and seeing that
effects,
deadly
information of the public I will say
antigambling laws of this
statement for
makes
the
not ini- that the Sheriff's office, under my dirwill
ky
therfore
the
ulcers
of
the
of
This
harm's
out
back
was
stomach,
office,
kept
'
only one city. There are a num stomachparalysis of the kid tiate any proceedings against the de-be ection has been securing evidence on
way.
these machines, their owners and opvice, but, of course, if complaint
LATEST OIL NEWS
Until the flying began about ber of cities in the United neys. It has been found that made
citizens, under oath, erators for the past two months and
reputable
by
with
States
population ranging some bootleg stuff will make as in other matters this office would now has sufficient evidence to warrant
2:30 o'clock, the crowd moved
The W. E. Lockhart well No.
back and forth m the space about the same as Philadelphia the hair fall, causing baldness naturally proceed and leave the mat- the prosecution of, not only the per1, 4 miles south of Gallup, is
ter to be determined by proper judi- sons who have the machines in their
to the west of hangar No. 12 in and several cities with more with scalp ulcers.
now down 600 feet. Some depossession, but also the persons who
These facts are the result of cial authority.
which were parked represen- people than has Philadelphia.
Yours truly,
own and manage them. Inasmuch as
lay was occasioned Thursday in
tatives of every type of plane in Suppose, then, we had statis the work of Government che
This
misfit material.
the law requires that prosecutions unJ. W. CHAPMAN,
finding
'
act be commenc
will be quickly overcome and
use at Kelly or Brooks Fields. tics from all the big cities as to mists. :
Assistant District Attorney. der the
call
ed by inxormations Hied m the District
Hannett, as you
drilling resumed.
Each plane on exhibit was in deaths from bootleg booze for Yet there are men and wo City Solicitor
we have necessarily witheld acThe Producers and Refiners
29 days of the New men in Gallup who have
Court,
him, knew the contents of this letter
the
first
enlisted
of
of
groups
openly and further than that he knew the de- tion awaiting the opening of the May
charge
have secured filing
"
Corporation
v:
to
criticised The Gallup Herald scription of the machine which had Term of that court. Our plan of promen who took pains explain Year?
on Sec 22, T. 9 N., R. 8 W., at
which
on
and
situame
my
It is well for the peace of for our aggressive policy in ad- been
slot
machine
with
to any inquirer the points of inthe
to
described
ceeding
a point about 70 miles north of
n
He further knows tion was taken up with Judge
terest about the planes or any mind of the average surrepti- vocating the strict enforcement opinion was based. should
Gallup on what is known a the
that
Commisalso
know,
with County
and
an attorney, or
equipment shown. Public cur- tious drinker that he does not of the Volstead Ace men and as
Tocito structure pronounced by
rendered by the District sioners about two months ago and the
opinion
any
iosity was thoroughly satisfied, know the composition of the women who drink the stuff Attorney's office has no more weight plan was approved.
a number of geologists as the
.'.
in conclusion, u. aanmer, i win
every man exhibiting an inter- fluid that he has purchased at every time they can find it, and than an opinion rendered by any other
oil structure of the Nafinest
est in his part of the exhibit an outrageous price from a they are finding it, buying it, attorney and that any such opinion is state that I realize that you only
Old timers
Reservation.
vajo
binding upon the court nor even printed what you were told as it was
It and that is why we have boot- not
which spoke highly for the mor- mendacious;
bootlegger.
this
; can find the location of
a
would
let
and
that
told
inouia
you
suggest
District
the
Attorney
upon
would be better for his inter- leggers,
v
ale of the Air Service.
"Ystructure by "The Lone Pine,"
criminal proceeding be started. The this episode be a warning that some
e
The flying program began nals and for the health of the Bootleggers are morally District Attorney is bound to proee-cut- e of the friends woo Xurnisn yon witn , and the first well on this
regardless of any opinions that newa have an absolute disregard or
with a formation of nine DeHa-vilan- d nation at large, however, if he weak they have no morals.
wi) be put down near The
truth and twist the facts to rait their
be rendered
4B planes; from the did know.
They are outlaws. Persons who might
Lone Pine." Drilling will start
The machines now in operation in own occasions. The only blame which
The Philadelphia authorities buy bootleg whisky are reraon- - Gallup
School Group, which maneuat an early date,
not the machines dtaer&Md I feel rtstt upon you is that you fail
art
vered over the field for a tfcae. found that 85 per cent of the aible for bootleggers.
to mt and eoaoening wUch .1. gave ed to verify the informatics wliA
W. CHAPMAN
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Hollo-ma-
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truc-tur-
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jn

is

tha flma whan nennle naid their
bills with cash, making a visit to each
legitimate business place to do so. Anuiiw -

Nobody Wants It
Some people don't seem to

ore for

taut that is a
we may draw after reading the report from the United State B liver Quumo
Treasury which sayi that more than et change sound like a calvalry troop
"$100,000,000 of securities which have on a br ck pavement, wnn
matured and on which interest has wo suspended our trousers over the
ceased, have not been presented to
the Government for payment
Lots of money? Vou guessed it the medsVhen nearly
-first time. Let's see if this money by check. NOtmng w
were invested at 4 per cent it would simoly put your money in the ban,
amount to practically $21,000 a day! andwrite upon a piece of paper 'to
Think of it! Here is a unit of power,
capable of earning almost $15 a
' '
ute, lying absolutely idle doing no
IlLii
one any good and withheld from think of going oaca w .w- - v.- 1
circulation.
d
had to.
:,
you
unless
Ta ha unwifie. tha securities still
unredeemed are: $90,000,000 worth
of Victory notes bearing the distin.
guishing letters A, B, C, D, E, and F, templating a
ju
vkioh warn railed for redemntion on
a way of
out
scheme
to
Dec. 15, 1922; and $100,000,000 worth
thoutUking
cash they would need
of 1918 War Savings Certificates,
at a very
which matured and on which interest
in- which you can cash
stopped Jan. 1, 1923.
This latest Ntw Perfectioa
. Though wide publicity was given to .iantlv at
railroad statu,
rang i aqalpptd ncluetvsly
you
each
hrevtor
case,
the dates of maturity in
with Saperfei Burners. One
No
K
uxuu'
J I
either the holders didn't care whether
Ktuyj
barner on ever? stove is the
their funds were at interest or not,
big Giant Suptrfox. The
but
or else they tailed to unaersuna me them. They are good as gold,
4othtrs are "Unit Giants" of
-.
..-.-- matter. At any rate, the Government much safer and mo
standard sist Saperfes
.. .
v TaiaF'a Letter
i. hnMlrto tha oaah randv to fulfill its
, .,,
borntrs.
vu
tnere
A
part of the contract, and wondering Then
Standard
The
Sup erf i
whether the obligations are lost, stray iwit-srjts-T- fo
the cooUng spaed of
qnals
...
iU,
arivantaire as
ed or stolen. .
the ordinaty gu burner and
T
fhla mnnartinn. the Federal au d,t gives you
"ITbank
ia faittr than any other oil
you
1(L
thorities state there are probably thougn
barntr, except Its own big
.
brothsr, the Giant Supertax.
many of the securities that never will count -in every
vnur mu.us
.vifr.
.
With tms runiujn
come to light, as in tne case oi urge
The big Giant itself is uneuf
'V1u.Va w
(fumed during the
tMasteTea by the (teat gas
V.wa nt aaotiritiea
Civil War. The Treasury is holding,
in om. Notklw H,PF
and must hoia, sumcienc casn to redeem these securities, but the own-.hava aittiar lnt or fonrotten them. IS lUVUlUa sm
nm
y
.
Curious, isn't it, how one's memory autumn's witnerea
can lapse in sucn a matter.
- - .
In much the same state of financial .in Knva ' -la rettiij- a Youth- must
oe
come must be the 7,500,000 odd Lab : .Antnrinn (i i.:uaiiskv
- served; growing boys must Keep
who
have
Bond
holders
neglecterty
ed to collect same iS3,uuu,uuu inter- - breast or new
muv iike
est due them.
And mankind is all very m
of busy women who for years had been eager to
PPf"
The question is is any of this mon- - the freckled youth- -if not
n
of step, at
THOUSANDS
better
or
buoyancy
get anCe
,ey yours? If it is, you'd
now finding complete satisfaction in the New
We jew our
your hands on it and put it to work amrit. We go through
laeais.
focused
an ap- Uinds
upon
Perfection Oil Range with newly invented Superfex Burners, announced
for you.. We'll gladly
suggest
.
pc- never,
i
:.
..I
-nnAnfma.. --nut
,
propnate iorm oi uepusit rigm ne re constantly jyciicv....,,,
iant
v
scarcely a year ago.
We try to understand the g
at the bank, where the principal will fect.
.
tne.
nd
of hie. in
v
i!i
M.fiim
t
,
ai.
w reauiiy
ui
ovuijuuic
oiijr uim ;uu lorces
To suburb and farm it brings at last the longed-fo- r
speed of gas. To
want it or need it, and where it will end perhaps only to have tailed, cut
....
ana
strivinz
affnrt
anil
i...iir
in.ost
11
m uui ovuj
W ovcauiijr tai nig liibc&cou.
the city user it affords the added advantage of a fuel costing less than
Look over your securities. If you we have pulled ourselves up to a
'
s.
'';
have any Victory notes, series a to higher nicne oi tnougni ana ucik,
world
the
of
corner
1918
have
War
and some obscure
F inclusive if you
any
answer
Burners
wo
uw
.Let your dealer demonstrate how the powerful Superfex
savings ijerttiicates u you nave any us just a uiue Deiier pecuoe
overdue Liberty Bond coupons bring naaaoft frinf WAV.
then look at the other features (especially the new re- -'
the speed-cal- l,
Hm'i the wtatncri
them to us, and we will gladly make
Said
'Chimon in cnllinor vou. sir."
collection for you without charge. The
movable porcelain enameled burner tray) that fit this range for year-'roun- d
TTnitaH fifataa Treoanrv HnoKn't- want the Chief UerK to a prominent
at tha Orand Central
use in any home.
this money; it belongs to you and
has Been set aside lor you. Ana we Terminal one damp, foggy morning
!
:,
Prices range from $39.50 to $130.00; sizes from 'two to five
.
can help you put it back to work at last winter.
;
With a hastily murmured "Excuse
burners including four and five burner models with built-i- n
good wages.
ma" tn a pa r with wnom ne was in
Thev're Different Now
heat -- retaining ovens. New Perfection "Live Heat" Ovens
Harry! Harry now where can that conference, the railroad official lifted
from
$2.80 to $7.80 additionaL
'boy be? He's never aruond when I his telephone receiver ana lor several
want him to run an errand!" how minutes listened to what was evidently
In addition to the new Superfex models, our long established Blue Chimney models .
many times have exasperated mothers & rpnnrt nf wretched weather con
of the New Perfection line, used in four million homes, continue to be the world's
hope- - ditions in the t'Windy City," as weU
so exclaimed about theira young
I.
J!
line.
the
in
cities
no
as
seems
most satisfactory oil stoves at their lower range of prices.
De
various
to
afalong
iuis; Ana it
a a a result nf this teiennone con
ferent today from what it was twenty
vorantirhn. tha Chief Clerk received
years ago.
THE CLEVELAND METAL PRODUCTS CO, CLEVELAND, OHIO
Perhaps such an utterance has a immoHinta instructions to advise tick
others
and
DalUt Braacat 825 Tnwk Are.
vaguely familiar sound to you. May- et offices train dispatchers,
be you recall some young rascal of along the line, that there would be but
aontinn fnht Aav nf Train 25. the
bygone days who used to sneaic on to
the attic, or out to the haymow or "Twentieth Century Limited," New
oown to some otner ooy s aen, to reaa York to Chicago.
Tha onl or InnlfPrt thfi curiOSltV ne
"Racrced Dick." or "Ben. the Match
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the inevitable union of souls and a life knows nothing about. I can see tnat .
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Assisted with the organizing of nutrition classes in four schools. Where
.world the business world m the last th nains to find out all about this LnMal. hnainess. or investment mat- the most interest and
has been obtained the greatest gain in
twenty years, too?
firm and its reputation for giving the ters. we would say "Ask your banker."
children is shown. Nearly all the children show some gain in
the
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weight
to
be
are
need
not
and
service
One
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you
paying
hoary patriarch
quality
t
weight. Many have gained from 2 to 5 pounds during the past four months '
and a few have gained from 6 to 9, 11 and 15 pounds, which is remarkable
since the average gain expected is from 6 to 12 oz. each month.
AGNES B. COURTNEY, R, N.,
Lucky Boys
Public Health Nurse for McKinley County Chapter American Red Cross.
DENVER, Colo, May 14. The Os
age Indians up to tne government
Down some fourteen
department
Moonshine
sale of their lands on April 5th had
feet in an old well, a tunnel was made
A full
bonus
pound in
total
received $68,707,024.36
large enough to accomodate the stove
every can no fancy advermoney for oil leases since 1912. With
and still and . four barrels of mash,
the addition of royalties and rentals
with several sacks of sugar and corn
tising stunts, premiums, cou$112,-59Sheriff Lou Myers with Deputy arrita. Entranrai fa fhla
paid they had received a total of
fnnnal ma
pons or costly frills just a
Sheriffs W. R. Jennings and C. C. Poe Omade down" the well WUHS'a UI1IIV1ladder.
840.75 up to June 30th, 1922,
fine quality baking powder
rope
by
raided a moonshine still at a point in
which sum with the bonus of 36,215,- Sheriff Myers has been working on
never fails!.
sold honestly.
the hills about seven miles south of
Enareo Japanese Oil is
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the hunt for this moonshine outfit
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galof
still,
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$118,810,649.76
captured
by
miles ahead of liniment 'say
Write for
Cook Book
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barrels
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produced
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Tb men were taken before Judge ' The finding of the rope ladder hid
always. AH reliable . drag-barrels in 1922, making a totSchauer and given 90 dan each In in a cluster of sage brush led to the
V
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al of 181,212,488 barrels produced dur
jail This Still was located in the moat discovery of the still in the well and
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Clearance Sale CQimfffliamieo UnnS

On account of the tmallpox scare, and the fact that a large number did not feel it safe to visit Gallup during the past two
weeks, we have decided to extend our First Annual Clearance Sale until the above date, June 16th, so as to enable all to take advantage of our Great Price Saving Clean Up Sale.

SAVE MONEY-

BUY NOW

BUY DURING THIS SALE

-

MM

PAM

STOIRE AMD

SIMP

JOSEPH N. K. ARTESI, Proprietor
GALLUP'S EXCLUSIVE

COR. COAL AVE., AND THIRD ST.

FOOTWEAR STORE

HE
MILLINERY

'

-

Hats in all the New, Exquisite Materials, Shapes, Colors
.
and Trimmings.
;
Come where You are Certain to find what You Need to
Complete the Costume, at Prices made very reason-

able, Considering Quality,

HEMSTITCHING AND PICOTING

'

j

HAIL ORDERS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION

SUMMERS MILLINERY
"SOUL OF THE BEAST" FOR
NEW YORK RIALTO
Announcement was made by Metro
Pictures Corporation that "Soul of the
Beast," a Thomas H. Ince production, released through Metro, will be
hown at the Rialto theatre, New
York, beginning Sunday, May. 20. The
showing will be elaborate in every respect.
"Soul of the Beast," will be shown
in Gallup same date as in New York,
Rex theatre, Sunday, May 20.

many observations and tests.
When a truck goes over any kind
of obstruction or irregularity in a
road, it strikes the roadbed with an
impact which averages four times the
standing weight of the truck, and if
the drop is a considerable one, the
equivalent multiplication of its weight
may be as many as seven times.
A load carried upon a truck within
its legal capacity harms a road less
than the same load on a smaller
truck which must be overloaded to
carry it.
The breakup of roads is very swift
once a failure occurs. On an absolutely smooth road an accurate wheel produces no impact at all, but an irrgul-arit- y
as much as a half-inc- h
high sets
up a heavy impact Tests on the part
of the bureau have shown that when
a road break occurs it will progress
as much as 30 feet a day in heavy
traffic.
Public road building with federal
aid has made enormous
progress
since the government spent its first
road money in 1918. In 1917 the fed
eral aid system actually started, and
about four miles of road were built
that year, but no federal aid was paid
until 1918.
;
In that year about 306 miles of high
way were constructed, and the gov
ernment's share of the cost paid out
that year amounted to less than $426,

Limit of Allowance
To State Employes
SANTA FE, May 12. Twelve and
a half cents a mile for absolutely
necessary miles is the limit of the allowance to be made by the state for
state officials or employes using their
own cars in making trips on state
business, Comptroller R. H. Carter
said today. In cases where the trips
could be conveniently made by train
they will be allowed only an amount
equal to the rail expense. In a bulletin addressed to field men the comptroller points out that the law limits
them to $5 a day for lodging and

TRAFFIC RULES FOR PUBLIC HIGHWAYS

TO BE INSTITUTED

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO TAKE STAND
When this census is completed, the
bureau of public roads will nave in its
possession a statement of every pound
of weight and every mile traveled
The
upon the roads of Connecticut.
bureau will then be in a position to
study the relationship of traffic and
the breakdown of highways, for it will
have the full data on the deterioration of Connecticut roads during the
.:
traffic count.
Similar studies are being made or
will be made in other sections, so that
eventually the figures will present a
picture of the entire traffic conditions of the United States. A similar
survey, but on a less extensive scale,
is also being conducted in Massachusetts. In several counties of Tennessee the government is conducting tracensus
ffic counts, and a state-wid- e
is going on in California. It is proposed to add complete studies of the
throughout the United States, spend- traffic in one tr more of the agricul
ing as much for this purpose as it is tural states in the Mississippi valley
before proceeding to the formulation
on any other public work.
Federal Traffic Rules
The time is not so far distant when
motorists on the public highways of
the land will be subject to traffic regulations fixed by the federal government itself. At least, there was a
hint of such a step being taken in the
testimony of Thomas H. MacDonald,
chief of the bureau of public roads,
before the appropriations committee
of the house of representatives recently; and members of the committee
seemed to concur in the opinion that
federal traffic regulation would be a
good thing.
Members of congress seem to feel
that there is ample reason why the
government should begin to take a
hand in the regulation of traffic on
highways.
Building Many Roads.
The government is now pouring out
money for the construction of roads

Worry
It means you, are
vanced beyond the old
fashioned description of
your home on wash day;
that you know how modern skill and invention
have made this necessary
evil no longer a burden.
ad-

Our work is quality work

GALLUP STEAM
LAUNDRY
PHONE 166

Since 1918 over $166,000,000

,

IF YOUR CHILD
Is Slow in School or Shows
Any Signs of Eye Strain,

Bring Them in for an
EXAMINATION
Accurate and Honest work
By a Competent Registered Optometrist
s

F.W.Wunn
'

JEWELER aad OPTICIAN

ol

The big stridesi have come since
then, and really since the end of 1919
in other words during the past three
years. In those three years 24,000
miles of highway, enough to encircle
the earth, have been constructed; and
the government's share of this project,
measured in money paid out from the
treasury, has amounted to more thna
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Southwestern Motor Co.
Watson Motor Co.
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Grocery Priceo
UNTIL YOU VISIT THE

CASH and SERVICE
STORE

At Gallup Churches

i

STATE UNIVERSITY OF
NEW MEXICO

BAPTIST CHURCH
REV. V. B. CLARK, Pastor

CHURCH OF THE HOLY

SPIRIT
CHURCH IN CHRIST
(Congregational)
LEWIS A. STARK. Minister
"THE COMMUNITY CHURCH"
9:45 Junior Church Worship with
an illustrated talk in pictures on "The
Holy City" Jerusalem.
10:00 Church School with classes
for all ages and needs.
11:00 Morning Worship with a ser
mon by the pastor on:
"A Priceless
Legacy" or "The Gift of Peace.' This
will be the pastor's last Sunday be
fore his three months vacation and it
is hoped that all friends of the church
wil.be present. Mrs. Poison and Mrs.
Stark will give Handel's "Largo" as a
piano and organ duet. There will also
be special vocal music. The celebration of the Lord's Supper, will be ob
served.
7:30 There will be no "Worth
While" Service as the Congregational
Church will join in the Union High
School Baccalaureate Service at the
Methodist Church South. Dr. Stark
will give the sermon.

It seems good to all that the Small
scare is over. The Health olti-cer- s
have removed the restrictions and
we are free again. There is no further excuse for absentees from either
Sunday school or public worship.
On next Sunday morning we are
to have public worship at 11. The
theme of the sermon will be such as
to have Father's Day. Last Sunday
And
we had Mother's Day service.
now why not have Father's Day. Of
course there are no songs, or few if
any appropriate to sing for poor old
Dadl But we will have some music
you will enjoy, and the subject will
be, "What's the Matter with Dad?"
Perhaps you never attended such a
service, and I am not dead certain that
I ever did. But we can try it once
anyway.
At the evening hour Rev. L. A.
Stark, pastor of the Congregational
church, will deliver the Baccalurate
High SchooL Special preparations are
being ttaet to am vsis ene ex us
pox

buyer a service that
helps him get from
those tires all the

And Know The Cut In

For Those Who Worship

Goodyear Tires, as

representing the

You Can Not Apppreciate

NEXT DOOR TO CARMAN'S GROCERY

METHODIST CHURCH
John Witt Hendrix, Pastor

utmost in quality,
and deliver the

While you are complaining of the
high cost of living, the South Sea Islanders are bewailing bitterly the high
cost of glass beads.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Trucks Generally Overloaded
One immediate result obtained from
the Connecticut survey was the dis
covery that thre out of every four
commercial truckers were overloading
their trucks above their rated capac
ity. This overloading almost disap
peared as soon as the freighters discovered
that the authorities were

weighing the traffic.
The overloading of trucks has a
detrimental effect upon roads, as the
bureau scientists nave discovered in

Commencing Monday, May 21, Disconvene, Judge Reed
Holloman presiding. There will be no
jury cases at this term. ' The next
jury term will likely be in September
or November.

trict court will

$164,000,000.

gov-

ernment money has gone into roads,
and the money is now being spent at
the rate of something like $80,000,000
a year. With such a financial stake
in roads, the government is beginning
to feel that it should have something
to say about how the roads are used.
It is with the view of eventually
prescribing uniform traffic regulations for all roads built by federal
aid that the government proposes to
spend next year something like $67,-00- 0
in preliminary work. A similar
amount for a similar purpose is be- ins sDent this vear. With this money
the government is surveying road traf
fic as it exist3 today, witn a view oi
evolving from its studies scientific
rules for the maximum preservation
of roads from the wear and tear of
traffic on them.
It is the weight of the traffic, the
WHine of individual cars and trucks,
in which the government is primarily
interested, rather than in the way the
traffic conducts itself on the road,
since it is the weight put upon tires
which has the chief relationship to the
lifn nf a road.
Tt. mav be said that all rules now
superimposed upon motor dr'vers as to
the loading oi trucics are simpiy m
result of euesswork ana tne express
sion of opinion, although the guesses
may be good ones and the opinions
valid.
The
government scientists,
however, do not work by guess. They
are studying traffic rules, when ready,
will be based upon a great mass of
data on actual traffic results.
Survey Being Made In the East ;
The field taken for study in the east
Concomprises the entire state of
necticut. In this state, every bit of
traffic passing over every mam nign-wa- y
for an entire year is being count
ed and analyzed and part of it weighed
At key stations along the Connecticut roads the investigators are stationed. The state highway department
has authorized the investigation, so
that the federal agents have full power to stop the traffic.
All traffic leaving and entering the
state as well as local traffic goes under the searchlight. The field men
stop everything that passes, note the
size and weight of each vehicle, the
numbers of passengers in each automobile and the amount and kind of
freight being carried in each truck,
inquiring the destination or eacn so as
to know the actual mileage.
At tome of the stations are road
scales, over . wbica.th traffic is co- -

District Court Will
Convene Next Week

000,

'

Our Wagon at Your
Door Relieves Your

large services of the year. . Certainly
no amount of arrangements and public or private emphasis could over do
the importance of this service. It
should be the big service of the school
year. "Who knows the teachers of
our public schools? Or who even
knows the teachers of our high
school?
Who knows our school
board, or more favorably know as The
Board of Education ? It would appear
most glorious, and nothing more than
ought to be, to see all these personages occupy the center of the church
at this service, together with the graduating class.

--

ALITUDE 5000 FEET
ALBUQUERQUE
The only institution in New Mexico ever accredited by the
Commission on Higher Education of the North Central Associa
tion ait a standard institution of Higher Education.

SUMMER SESSION
BEGINS JUNE 11, ENDS JULY 26, 1923
Faculty includes graduates of Columbia, Bryn Mawr,

Cornell, Clark, California, Stanford, Princeton, 111
inois, Wisconsin, Peabody, and Michigan.
New Residential
Vacation study and recreation.
Hall for Women. Laboratories for Chemistry, Home
Economics, Physics, and Psychology Costs mod- -'
erate.
FOR BULLETIN, ADDRESS
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HOTEL

MIKE BUTKOVICH, Prop.
Bath's, Hot and Cold Running

Water
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' John W. Chapman, assistant district attorney, feels that
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that
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as having
to that
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same
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in
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in
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and because his reply
such
publicity,
him
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so
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that
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letter
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As Mr. Chapman's statement explains his position we ask
not nnr roArierft read his letter. He has nothing to hide from
the public, nor any excuses to make for any "opinions" or"rulings" on any questions oi law, legal or megai, coming oeAVI C IlllU All IliO VAX1V1CM
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WE SAID IT : When the slot machines were being placed
in certain places in Gallup, The Gallup Herald said that if the
slot machines were in violation of the State's
law that the machines would be taken out. The very fact
dens was
that most of the machines were placed in, gambling From
that
devices.
were
sufficient evidence that they
gambling
been
have
sheriff
and
the
district
assistant
on
attorney
the
day
anti-gambli-

ng

gathering evidence against the slot machines, and the slot
machines are going out. The Gallup Herald has known all
the while just what evidence and progress has been accumulating against the slot machines. Probably this will be news to
the
"City Solicitor."

,

Copyright 1923 Hart Sd

so-call-

The public no doubt
ALBUQUERQUE HERALD SAYS:
will approve of the governor's recent official warning to public

officials, boards of regents, state employes, etc., that they
must not spend more than $5 per day while traveling on state
business errands and against unnecessary trips, etc. It would
seem that while there is no law limiting the amount of money
to be spent for official furniture, a similar warning might be
issued for the benefit of a state which has spent in the Neighborhood of 40,000 for office furniture within a period of four
'
'
months.
BADLY NEEDED: McKinuley county is the only county
of its class in New Mexico that does not provide a car for its
sheriff. Bernalillo county provides two cars for its sheriff.
Navajo county, Arizona, provides its sheriff with a car. If the
county commissioness are in favor of law enforcement they
will supply Sheriff Myers with a good car, especially since the
commissioners know that Sheriff Myers can make the car pay
the county at least 1000 per cent on ,the investment.
GAMBLING : Gallup, as well as other places in McKinley
county, are infested with gamblers. The assistant district attorney and the sheriff know this. Bootleggers are not the only
not by a long shot The assistant district atclass of out-lahave been weaving a net of evidence
the
sheriff
and
torney
against the gamblers. District court convenes next week. Pro
"City Solicitor."
bably this will be news to the
ws

Give more value that s our policy
"

Any store that is rendering a real service
to a community must be interested in keep- ing prices down and in giving more value
We're not only, interested in doing these things
but we're actually accomplishing them

7
.

Hart Schaffner & Marx suits

so-call-

'

JENNINGS AND POE : Bootleggers,' gamblers'and other
growl because Sheriff Myers keep Jennings and Poe
as deputy sheriffs. Jennings and Poe do not play politics and
obey the orders of the sheriff. This is one reason why the
Mckinley county sheriff's office is being complimented by all
good law abiding citizens.
out-la-

ws

DOODLED

UP:

Mac Adoodle doodled up when he

through Albuquerque Sunday. If this keeps up the Great
.Mac will doodle around and through other parts any way
to keep from going through the Duke City. But, its going to
take just oodles of doodle dough to run a mouth organ for
New Mexico's "bottled Democracy."
COMPLIMENTED : Commander Owsley of the American
for his efLegion, paid Senator Bursum a high compliment
must
have gone
men. This
forts in behalf of the
Senator
the
have
been
who
deriding
hard with the politicians
and his persistent good efforts for the soldier boys. ;
ce

IS THAT SO? Who ever heard of John R. Gaunt as
manager of H. O. Bursum's political campaigns? The two
are not even on friendly terms, nor have they ever been associated in politics. The next we hear Bursum will be to blame
for the sun spots. Some more "bottled Democracy," please.
NIPPED : The newspapers of New Mexico are doing the
State a great public service. The Zinn land lease exposed, the
proposed highway contract to Cleary nipped, and the newspapers did it all. New Mexico's "bottled Democracy" is badly
"bottled."
Capt. Harry Young will be here May 24. He
will pilot an aviation fleet from Kelly Field. Gallup is to be
complimented for being chosen as the first stop out of San
Antonio, Texas.
COMING

:

AN EXCUSE : An excuse is something to hide behind, but
sometimes an excuse don't hide, but does expose. For an ex"City- - Solicitor" to keep
ample : The excuse of the
hands off the slot machines.

in new styles and new fabrics
You'll like them; all the new ideas,
all the good colorings, all the value

that can be crowded into clothes
You'll get your money's worth or
your money back

LEBECEC
THE MEN'S SHbP.

so-call- ed

PRESTO CHANGE : The Hinkle campaign war cry was
"CUT." That war cry has been changed to "O. K." anything,
whether "bottled," or otherwise.
OPENING: May 25 will be the opening date for the new
of Navajo ceremonial
Harvey house addition and a program
'
T
will be enjoyed.

210 Coal Avenue
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WHAT IS A ONE CENT SALE?
It is a sale where you buy an item at the regular price then another item of the' same kind for lc. As an
illustration: The standard price of Jontell Combination Cream is 60c. You buy a jar at this price, and by
standard piece of merchanpaying lc more, or 61c, you get two jars. Every article in this sale is a high-cladise, just the same as we sell you every day at regular prices and have sold, you for years.
ss

A NEW WAY OF ADVERTISING
This sale was developed by the United Drug Co., as an advertising plan. Rather than spend large sums
of money in other ways to convince you of the merit of these goods, they are spending it on this sale in pere
mitting us to sell you a
package of high standard merchandise for lc. It costs money to get customers, the loss taken on this sale will be well spent if the goods please you. '
full-siz-
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Lthxt GjrMt Opportunity to become acquainted with hundreds of different articles of High Class Good. Every article guaranteed to be of finest
Ther",e no tricks nor "catches" with this sale simply firing the customer the benefit of our plan of advertising. Obe package of high grade
ne cent mor you
two Packages. Symonds Inn Cocoa, finest quality, standard price at 30 cents, with One cent more you get two pack.
'n.to'
rt.um.,t pUn f PP'w to a long list of high class goods. Come to our Store, see the goods and you will be convinced that this is the greatest opportunity
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to save money ever offared to the
people of this section.
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MADAM AUDERY

Page Office Building
Nearing Completion

Aftmr Eocry lltal

CRYSTAL GAZER
Visualizes

"Time" and
liHno-"Soaee" tha through
Alan
through Spiritual. Hours 9 A. M. to

8

r

M.

KLATT HOTEL
Second Street

Chew your food

Mrs. Lpon Cm rlinoL-i- amiaitaJ
birthday Wednesday" with dinner for
a number of friends in the evening.
Leon,' her husband, says that his wife
doesn't mind telling her age because
she
ajv4AnM
- - -Innlr a mrmfli
aito.
li O.AIiCCIl.
.uw.iwm M'
' dnaan'fc
The Gallup Herald congratulates Mrs.
vzarunsKy, ana may sne never look
older.
r

jBlfa
OIL STOVES

Call And See Our Line of
COAL OIL

and
GASOLINE STOVES

We Have
Several Makes

s

L G. SHANKLIM
Furniture

Hardware
LN.

CARY OUT

L N. Cary is out after being laid
up for some time on account of serious
injuries received in an automobile accident some weeks ago. Mrs. Cary
hat been out of quarantine some days.
The many friends of these good people are very glad to hear that they
are with us again.
o

and two
Mrs. A. M. Washburn
babies, the wife and children of Dr.
Wuhburn of Gibson, accompanied by
the doctor's mother, Mrs. F. P.
Washburn, have arrived from Chicago to make this section their home.
The Gallup O. E. S. Social Club
met with Mrs; C. C. Manning Friday

afternodn.

rt

Dr.

Richards,
va anApinlict
Fort
Defianpn.f wbb
Vmiliii w.
-haraV "VUUHJ
"
look after some cases under his care,
among his patients is Joe Dluzac. Mr.
Dluzac's right eye has been, straightened by the expert ability of Dr.

well, then use
WHIG LEY'S to
aid ingestion.

It also keeps
tie teetSi clean,
breath sweet,

appetite keen.

Chas. Iehl went to Albuaueraue Sat
urday and returned Sunday, bringing
in anotner new car. Mr. Iehl exoer
ienced all kinds of weather en route
home. It rained a little, then he en
countered a dust storm, then snow on
the Divide, then rain again at Gallup. NEW YORK CITY
DATES WITH GALLUP
We are glad 'to note that our old
It will be of much interest to our
friend and compadre, Sam Brown, is readers
to know that the release date
back on the job. He was laid up for of
first showing of the Thomas H.
several weeks for repairs and remainof the
ed about his home communing with Ince great picture, "Soul
Beast, will be m Gallup on the same
nature for the benefit of his health.
date as in New York. The Rialto
theatre in New York has made the an
school
B.
F.
Mrs.
supMapel, county
nounceent
that the "Soul of the
schools
of
erintendent, reports that all
commence Sunday night,
will
Beast"
the county except Page have closed
May 20 The Rex theatre of Gallup
for the term, and that all schools run has
announced that this same picture
the full contract term.
will be shown in Gallup Sunday, May
Gallup theatre goers get the same
Fred J. Wadford. doctor of Chir 20.
service as though they lived in New
in
offices
the
has
opened
opractic,
York City.
Page building, rooms 6 and 7. Dr.
o
recommended.
comes
Warford
highly
S
to
will
our
add
The Wadford family
good citizenship. ,.
Charles Frederick Heyn and Miss
Rachael
Vera Thomas were married in
In
V..
iur
MiW
are
Harke
ami
Mr. Heyn
Rnaiwall ti uritns the graduation ex Holbrook last Saturday.
Bank, a
their is with the McKinley County
ercises of the Military Institute,
t
J young man with many friends who
me
one
oi
gradson, Durwara, oeing
congratulate him for his choice. The
uates. Durward B. Clarke is now First bride
is a member of a prominent famLieutenant.
ily, well known to many of our peosome
nr
anl Mm. A. B. Huekabav and ple, having lived in Gallup
ago.
years
Los
Angeles
son have returned from
The
couple have already purwhere Mr. Huckabay went to have his chased happy
in our city, thus setting
home
a
hos
tonsils removed at the Santa Fe
a good example for other young marpital.
ried people, Gallup being the best
town of the west for home owners.
We extend our very best wishes.
HEYN-THOMA-

HENRY McDERMOTT CHANGED
TO ALAMOGORDO
Henry McDermott, prohibition enforcement officer, has been changed
The sheriff's deto Alamorgordo.
partment has been so aggressive in
chasing bootleggers in this county
that the Federal Government can save
the cost of one officer in this section.
If all the sheriffs of the United
States would get action as the McKinley county sheriff is doing, the Federal Government could save billions
of dollars.

QUALITY GROCERIES
We Guarantee Every Article That

Leaves

Our Store

Fruits, Berries and
Vegetables
Fresh Shipment Every Day

BASE BALL NEWS
Steve Baxter, captain of the

Gam-erc-

o

Yannigans, challenges any team
of this section. The Yannigans make
the second team for Gamerco, or Mine
inNo. 5. This shows the live-witerest of the boys of that mine. The
Yannigans and Mentmore 'crossed
bats, and the game was won by the
Yannigans, 16 to 8. Mentmore has
suffered two defeats by the Yannigans. The second game' was won by
8 to 0.
the Yannigans,
re

i

0

THE WILD

SERVICE GROCERY
E.

W. TAKONY, Prop.

.

o

COMMISSIONER

HAGERMAN

v

7JU OtmtAmtrtetm

Richards.

WE SELL

The Page office building is nearing
completion with practically every room
ready for occupancy. The law offices
of H. C. Denny, Nos. 1 and 2, front
north on Railroad avenue. H. W.
Atkins, lawyer, room 3. W. E. Lock-har- t,
oil interest, rooms 4 and 5. Dr.
Fred J. Wadford, chiropractor, rooms
6 and 7. Gypsy Oil Company, rooms
8 and 9.
R. R. Bell, stenographer,
room 10. Midwest Oil Company,
rooms 12 and 14. J. W. Chapman,
lawyer, office of the assistant district
attorney, rooms 15 and 16. Dr. J. W.
Hannett, rooms 17, 18, 19 and 20.

ROSE"

An operetta, will be given by the
seniors of the Sacred Heart High
School, at the Rex Theatre, on Monday night, May 21st. The pupils and
teachers have spared neither time or
trouble in preparing for this entertainment, and you can spent a pleasant hour and encourage the pupils
by your attendance.

Navajo Indian Commissioner Her
bert J. Hagerman is with us again. He
has just returned from his visit to
Washington where he conferred with
department officials of the Indian service
Commissioner Burke and others.
While on this trip Mr. Hagerman will
hold council meetings with Navajo
councilmeiv and transact other offi
cial matters with the Navajoes.
o

An exhibition of Art and Construe
tion Work will be held at Washington
School, Tuesday, May 22, from 7 to 9
Nutrition class prizes don
P. M.
ated by Mr. Kirk, will be given out at
this time.

Thursday's Kiwanis luncheon developed consideration of the tourist question. It appears that Col. Becker has
cornered about all the tourists for
the "lower route," via Springerville.
It is reported that men are employed
at Holbrook, Albuquerque and Los
Lunas to tell tourists that the road
conditions via Gallup is bad, and that
Gallup is a "pest house" of smallpox.
These reports are being profitably
commercialized
by Col. Becker for
Springerville trade, so the report goes.
It is going to require heroic work
to successfully combat such antagonism to Gallup's interests. The first
thing to do, in our opinion, is to find
out the exact condition of our roads
tell the truth about our roads, and
show a correct map of both routes
one via Gallup (the short route), the
other via Springerville (the long
route). The route via Gallup can be
shown to every advantage over the
Springerville route.
We believe that our civic and commercial bodies should work out a concrete and systematic plan of going
after the tourists before the tourist
season is on. Tourists start east and
west in April, and by May the tourist
travel is in full swing. It is now near
June, and it appears that no organized, nor systematic plan has been instituted to get our share of the summer tourists.
Some of our business people tell
us that last year and while Leo Leaden
was employed to solicit tourists via
Gallup that many hundred tourists
were routed via Gallup by reason of

FOR SALE: Ten head of cattle.
Mrs. M. M. Ellison is due home from
Address P. O. Box 583, Gallup.
her trip back east and Dr. Ellison says
that his good wife's return will cer
ll
Mrs. Homer Jones is visiting in
tainly make a hit with him.
this week.1
Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Morrin have gone
"Scars of Jealousy," at Rex theatre to their home, a ranch south of Flag
next Tuesday and Wednesday.
staff. Mr. Morrin was with the
Chas. Iehl agency.
The Gallup Order of Eastern Star
meet in regular session Monday night.
Ed Union. Ray Rauel and Joe Bar- tol remain in jail in default of payMrs. W. B. Sherman hi well after ment of their fines for manufacturing
several days illness with vaccination. bootleg booze.
The Galup Thursday Club met with
W. H. Huff, vice president of the
Mrs. A. W. Robertson this week.
Victor American Coal Company of
Denver, was here Thursday on busi
Joe Kuhn and Mr. Kelby were here ness.
this week from St. Michaels looking
after business.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Chap
man a baby girl, May 12.
W. B. Johnson was in Albuquerque
this week looking after business mat"Soul of the Beast." at Rex theatre
ters.
V'
for Sunday and Monday.

Particular neonle should be satis
fied with next week's Rex theatre program. Sunday night, "Soul of the
Beast," one of the great pictures of
the day, then for Tuesday and Wednesday, "Scars of Jealousy," followed
by "Flame of Life," for Thursday and
f riaay, witn gooa comeaies wiia uu
programs.
The Galluo Woman's Club met hi re
gular session at City Club Wednesday.
Mrs. Li. k. uoennng naa cnarge oi tne
literary program. A feature of the
meeting was that tne mem Mrs
to cut down on the use of sugar
until the price comes down. It has
been suggested that Gallup hosewives
appoint one day of each week and observe it as "Sugarless Day."

'

s

BROKEN LENSES
Just as soon as you break a
lens send us a few of the broken
pieces and we will make a new
one for you. This service will
only take a short time and in
this way you are certain of a
lens that will be exactly like the
one that has been broken.
A short time ago a man
walked into our office and said
that he had dropped his glasses
on the street and wanted to
know if we could duplicate the
lens.
We were not only able to render him this service, but through
our excellent facilities we were
able to give to give him the new
lens within an hour.
And this service is at your
disposal.

E. PARKE SELLARD
REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST
Post Office Building
Gallup,

New Mexico

At Same Stand for Past Five
Years

Only the largest and best com--,
panies are represented by this agency
assuring your of prompt and satisfactory settlement in case of loss. Chas.
W. Davis Insurance Agency.
Phone

248.

Adv.

Mrs. Dave Jaramillo is due to return today from her visit to Chicago.
Miss Nina McCamant was here front
Winslow Sunday to visit relatives and

friends.

Dr. A. ' F. Switzer, prominent
of Holbrook. wju ham Mnnriu n
have dental work done by Dr. M. M.
Aiuson.
WANTED:
Orders for Olovnit knit
underwear and Edana nillr hnan. Th
finest goods on the market. Sold by
Evelyn M. Brooke. Phone No. 206.
.

,

Rev. V. B. Clark will conducf
vices at Cousins this Sunday.

If vniir nrnnnrHr ia Atk 1tar4 i
is worth being protected by an lniur- npolicy w nicen oy wis agency.
"Do it now." Phone, call or write.
CflAJI. W. Olivia
A
rnna-A- a

-

203 W. Coal Ave., Phone 248

Adv.

Dave Jaramillo is with the Gallup
post office force again, this time as
mail dispatcher.

Atty. J. W. Chapman has moved
his offices to the Page office build-- ,
ing, roms 15 and 16.

i
i

THE TOURIST QUESTION
RECEIVED ATTENTION

Sheriff Lou Myers escorted his wife
and her two sisters, Mesdames Amelia
Reese and Phil Grant, to Inscription
Rock Thursday for a picnic and to see
Mr. Leaden's work. When Mr. Leaden
that world famous rock.
discontinued his work the drop off in
Chas. K. Ross, assistant sales man- tourists via Gallup was very notice
ager for the Gallup American Coal able. The reason Mr. Leaden disconCompany, was in Arizona during the tinued his work, so he informs us, was
that he could not collect on his proweek looking after coal orders.
mised payments. Yet Mr. Becker, it
IT. W Ahar. aales manaeer for the appears, keeps a number of men on his
Gallup American Coal Company, with pay roll, and it must pay, or he wouia
was not continue such service.
headquarters m Albuquerque,
GalluD has many business men who
here Thursday on business.
are throughly capable of solving this
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Czarlinskv will question, and as the same question
visit Albuquerque Sunday and Monday comes every season, it is time that we
some solution whereby Gallup
oox-in- g find
and witness tne uaiaweu-uunae- e
should secure what is rightfully ours.
match Monday night.

Ros-we-

I

Always kept fresh in our
sanitary icebox. That's why
most people who enjoy good,
tasty food prefer ours.

SERVICE IS WHY

THE WHITE CAFE
Merchants Lunch or Supper, Ed Costs

I

wrw

such other placssj ia U territory s4 W'--a
of the united states as Its stockOOMers may
deem edVlsaolei to bay, rent, lease, sell and
sublease 411 machinery, tools, apparatus aH
appliances necessary or convenient in drill- Inn. aasratlim and i maintaining Its said all
and gaa wells, and other mining rights, and
to store, ship, aell and otherwise aspose ox its
gas, oil and otiier mineral.

i

The place where the principal business of
thia corporst on shall bo conducted and carried on is Tulsa, In the Western District of the
Indian Territory, but such corporation snail
have power, and is hereby authorised to establish branch offices in the Indian Terri
tory, and in aucb other cities ana towns in
ttia United States as H mar deem necessary.
advantageous or expedient for the conduct and
carrying on or its saia ous.ness.

ltics Al:sve the

Ccnucntierd
IT CAN CE DONE

(.)

;

The most important single thing for you to do is
to be READY ?OR OPPORTUNITY. Ready money
is the best preparedness.
.

for oppor-

To have ready money, to be ready

tunity, to rise above the common herd, open a Savings Account Today.

Gallup State Bank

"Teach Your Dollars To Have More

Tha amount of the can ta) stock of said
corporation shall be Ten Thousand (llt.OM) 1
rfnllaea and ! divided into four hundred (410
shares of the par value of twenty five
dollars each, the whole ef which has been subscribed by the corporator aforesaid.

Cent"

ANNOUNCEMENT

The affair and business ef the corporation shall be conducted and controlled by a
Board ef Directors, consisting of three (I)
members all of whom shall be stockholders
ef the corporation; said Beard of Directors
shall elect en of its members as president
and one ef its members aa Vice president ; and
snail also elect one of ita member a secretary and treasurer.
VI.
The first eleetton of directors shall be held
immediately after the organisation at the
corporation, and said directors shall serve tor
one (1) year, and until their successors are
elected.

vn.

The Board of Director is empowered to
ordain and establish all by lawa and regulations necessary to the management and business ef tha corporation, and to alter and resame at pleasure.
peal the
: .
VIII.
All dseds. leases, contracts, conveyances
and other like written instruments shall be
executed by the president, by and on behalf
of the corporation, and attested by the sec
retary under the seal thereof.
.
IX.
The first meeting of the corporators of
this corporation for organisation shall be held
in Tulsa, Indian Territory, at the offices of
the Gulf Pipe Line Company, at ten IW)
o'clock. A. M. of the 22nd day of May. A. D.
1907, and the subscribers hereto hereby waive
written notice of the time and place of said
meeting.
In Testimony Whereof, we have hereunto
set our hands on this the 22nd day of May,

If you are sick or afflicted in any way, after
making an examination of your case, I will give
my candid opinion, as to whether Chiropractic will
correct or relieve your trouble. Whatever your
condition may be. I invite you to come in for a
free analysis of your case, and my candid opinion
as to whether Chiropractic will benefit you.

t

in t r cap,)

)
'

ail of ' the bolder and owners ef eapitHl
stock in said Qypay Oil Company, e.d In
each ef them duty ex
writing by them and
ecuted authorised. ' aasent to and request ef
the Board of Director of said company that
an Increase to the amount of four hundred
and ninety thousand (M90,0O0.). dollar, be
made to the capital stock of said Gypsy Oil
Company, and that such Increase be divided
Into nineteen thousand, six hundred (1M00I
sham of tha face value of twenty five (128.)
dollars each.
THIRD t
That the undersigned, being all of the
aforesaid in ta'd Company, did
Director
hold a meeting a suck Board ef Directors
thereof, on the 80th day ef November, A. D.
receive said written request
im, and didf all
mnA
of ssld stockholders that
aueh increase in the amount of capital stock
be made, and In pursuance thereof, in sucn
meeting did determine upon and order such
increase af capital atock of aaid Company in
k .
ef four hundred and ninety
Iheuund tM.0M) dollars a afore stated.
And according ly. them directors do further
certify that ansa the tiling of thia instrument ia the office of the Secretary of Btate
of the State ef Oklahoma, each Increase of
capital atock in the amount stores tatea Decern
operative, with the effect that auch
capital atock af said Gypsy Oil Company I
Increased from Ita previous amount ef ton
thousand M1MM) dollars divided into tour
1
hundred (400) snare ef ta las Tame ox
twenty five (2S) dollars, to the amount of
five hundred thousand (SSOS.OM) dollar,
DEVELOPMENT OF MOTOR CARS SINCE 1760
i.ta twMit thousand 120.660) shares
of the par value of twenty five (125.) dol
lar each.
Development .of the automobile in cock figured in several hundred
In Witness WhereoT, we, tne airecxar a
aforesaid of Gypsy Oil Company have here- - dtUtTT ia a big itory a itory in turn around Stratford, carrying, it is

WHY PEOPLE TRADE

AT THE ARMY STORE

.4iit

WtMZl'JE

E3TQ3Y 07

REMARKABLE PROGRESS

JlJrStoZ;

rndual, then rapid, then compar-tTb,"l"- tr
tively cyclonic whievement Th.
men who have taken part in it may
well be proud of their work, tor they
have given to the world, not merely a
new means of recreation, but a utility,
second to none. It's benefits to man
in saving time and speeding business
transactions are, incalculable.
It doesn't seem so very long sgo
to mbi of us when William Mcfvin- tan
alatAI nnairlant nf ttist ITnif prI
States. Yet at that
were OUT lour BUlomoDiies
running
n the United States. Today there
approtfmately 1,000,000 Buicks

trips
said,

many passengers in his "new fangled
""JS?
notion." F. Hills drove 128 miles
of"
m
over a hilly country in a single day,
company under the corporate seal of aaid
company.
chroniclers declare.-- .
F. A.. LEOVY.
A. L. BRAYMER,
Reaching the year 1844 we hit upon
H. P. LANGWORTHY.
a trio of events on the evolution and
CORPORATE SEAL
ultimate success of the motor car. In
Attest:
that
evolved
year Charles Goodyear
H. P. LANGWORTHY, Secretary.
I I
1L.J ox vu 1ifBTii7in
v vninruir.
a- msmoa
State of Oklahoma.
In 1845 and 1847 a pneumatic tire
cnnnw af Tulsa.
was patented by R. W. Thompson,
Refare m. J. H. Yust. a notary nublie with- first in England, then in America.
in and for the county and state aforesaid,
Gasoline was discovered in 1860. No
Personally appeared F. A. Leovy. H. P. Lang- worthy, and A. L. Braymer. to me known to
further progress was made for 20
the
be the identical persons who executed
A. D. 1907.
years therafter ,the
F. A. LEOVY
Scknow&'to' mVhrtae,,n.aS
little interest in the effort
H. Y. ARNOLD
"
'
ana
act
aiunc.
and
voluntary
the same aa their free
other than to ridicule.
H. P. LANGWORTHY
deed for the uses and purposes therein aet
CERTIFICATE
Patent Sought in 1879.
The motor car is not a modern idea. In 1879, George B. Selden of RochesWhereas. F. A. Leovy, H. Y. Arnold, and H.
Given under my hand and seal of office
.
U- P. Langworthy have associated themselves to this 80th day of Nov. A. D. 1908
fj rAeorJ 0f motor DrODelled
I
ter, N. Y., filed application for a pat
VI
HT.
be
x
to
Nntarv
and
as
a
corporate,
gether
body politic
road vehicles takes us away back to ent on a
known as Gypsy Oil Company; and
automobile, in
(SEAL)
Whereas, the said corporators, being the sub My Commission expires Feb. 8, 1912.
1760, when a steam operated car was 1886 Carl Benz of Mannheim, Ger
scribers to the capital stock of the said cor
No. 2687
invented bv Cart. Nicholas Joseph many, built the first vehicle propelled
poration have waived the fifteen (16) days'
CERTIFICATE OF INCREASE OF THE
In 1767, Oliver by an internal combustion engine. In
Cuimot. French.
notice required by law, and called a meetCAPITAL STUCK Or
ing for- the organisation of said Company,
Evans, an American, applied for a pat- 1891 the first practical electric car
COMPANY
GYPST
OIL
to be held in Tulsa, Indian Territory, at the
ent on an. automobile. Four years was designed and built. In 1892 there
offices of the Gulf Pipe Line Company, at Secretary's memorandum, Guthrie, State ef
a
:
later. Richard Trovittnich, an English- - waa k..ii
;4. nuiciiuui
ten (10) o'clock, A. M. on the 22nd day of
uuub uie xirai,
Oklahoma, Secretary s on ice
gaavisue
Thia instrument was filed for record thi 17th man, created a Christmas Eve sensa- - car that would run.
May, 1907: and.
.
ecieca
a
Whereas, at the time and place above aetout day ot Dec. a. u. iwa, at
steam
driven
tion
was
from
that
time
operating
by
Progress
rapid
.
No.
.,.
It.
the meeting of the subscribers aforesaid was
v
in corporation record
f Tendon on. Many enthusiasts worked feveri,
held to organise said corporation, and elect
I v
M 11
i
it
i tvunngT uie xouowing
tour years,
bill.of uKiia,
three directors; and,
shly on their pet conceptions, CapiOklahoma, dred, 0 attempts were made to pro- - tal
Whereas, at said meeting the following
became interested and plans were
named persons were elected, directors,
$402.
Iduce a practical automobile.
made to produce automobiles in quanF. A. Leovy, H. Y. Arnold, and H. P. Lang,
ENDORSED
In 1826 Thomas Blanchard of tity. In July of 1894 the first autoworthy; and.
Foreign
n
No. 11678
Whereas, at a meeting of said board of
ield. Mass., built the first Am mobile race was held the
Surinef
directors, F. A. Leovy waa elected president.
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 7 Page 181
run of 80 miles.
erican car. People laughed at it. The
H. Y. Arnold, Vice President and H. P. LangCertified Copy of
year uolaswortny uurney, a
In 1895 two events of importance
worthy was elected secretary and treasurer.
CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION OF same
Now Therefore, the aaid F. 'A. Leovy aa
GYPSY OIL. COMPANY
Britisher, built one, and three years j occurred. Pneumatic tires were first
H.
H.
Y.
and
and
said
Of
Filed
the
Office
Arnold,
In
president
later he made a 200 miles trip m it. j used 0n automobiles and a Chicago
P. Langworthy a directors, do, in pursuance
State Corporation Communion Of
The first automobile sale on record newspaper sponsored the first Amen- of law, issue this, their certificste, verified by
New Mexico
their oaths, and do hereby certify as follows,
was made by Gurney, in 1830. Sir lean automobile race. The first known
Hay 2, 19288.80 PM
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
that;
isale of a car in America was made in
Charles Dance was the victim.
I.
Comp. JJO to JHS.
1898 by Alexander Winton of Cleve
next
10
of
The
The purposes for which thia corporation is
years
experiment,
MEXICO
BTATE OF NEW
formed is to own, hold, and acquire, by grant,
Robert Allison of Port Carton,
SS the records go, were Con
New
Mexico
land,
80
Csmmisslon
far
ef
State
Corporation
.... .
:
purchase, gift, devise, and lease, oil, gaa
fined to England. One Walter Han- - Pa. being the purchaser.
ueruiicsis es f
and other mineral lands in the Indian Terri
)
of

.
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Having located in Gallup I announce the
opening of my office for the practice of Chiropractic, and will endeavor to serve those needing
my services faithfully, and efficiently.

f

lars sac t, an all of am- - said
"d no snore has beam baaed.
ftx.00N2, :.

r.

fJne5f

'

I

gas-driv-

ed

.--

Psris-Rou-e-

Yours for efficient service,

-

FRED J. WADFORD,
Doctor of Chiropractic.
PAGE BUILDING, ROOMS 6 and 7,
OFFICE HOURS 9 to 12;

PHONE 88

2 to 5
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United States of America
tory, and the Territory of Oklahoma; to sink
ss.
to
oil
drill
and
and
1
And by appointment
sell,
gaa
wells;
operate
House
calls
Rtat at New Mexico
'
;
convey, lease and sublease oil, gaa and other
He-.is
annexed
T.
the
that
Certified,
it
lands in the Indian and Oklahoma Terriof the
and
true
transcript
complete
a
full,
tories, and to extract oil, gas and other minStatement
erals from under the surface of all lands
OF GYPSY OIL COMPANY
owned by and acquired by it, and to generally
11677)
(No.
do, perform, carry on and conduce an oil, gaa
thereon, aa ssme ap
:al .v- .- .iMtiti
and other mining business ; to erect, build,
n.
on
ana
rue
oi
rwg
construct, and own reservoirs, tanks, ware- pearsState
Corporation Commission.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
poratlon Commission of the Btate of houses and other receptacles for oil and gaa, the
va-Tn Twi mMf wnereoi. wie
New Mexico has caused thin ortifinRt
and to this end, said corporation shall have
State Corpsration Commission ef New Mule
poration Commission of the State ofn
SEAL to be signed by its Chairman and the power, and is hereby authorized and em
Certificste ef Authority
uus
cerun-tcauses
New Mexico has
United State of America
)
seal 01 said Commission, to be affix. powered to lease, purchase, own, and acquire
h. .iffned hv ita Chairman and
ed at the City of Santa Fe on. thia lands for the purpose ef prospecting for oil, SEAL,
SS.
oe
h
usl of aaid Commission, to on
State of New Mexico
to
land
and
take
)
3rd day of Hay A. D. 1923.
by
gas and other minerals,
at the City of Santa Fe
affixed
to
B.
and
MONTOYA,
devise,
lease;
Is
filed
purchase,
was
there
gift,
grant,
that
It
Hereby Certified,
thia 8rd day of May A. u. ma.
for record in the office of the State Corpora
Acting Chairman, let, lease, sublease, or otherwise dispose of
B. MONTOYA.
all gas, oil and mineral rights acquired and
tion Commission of the State of New Mexico Aiuei :
Acting Chairman,
A. L. MORRISON,
owned by it, and to take by purchase, gift, Attest:L. MORRISON
on the 2nd day of Hay A. D., 1928 at 8:80
A.
Clerk.
.
lease or other conveyance oil,
devise, grant,
r. M. by Uypsy Oil Company a corporation .
Clerk.
I.-- J.
-1
J
:
-- J
l
mtv
STATE OF OKLAHOMA
aly organised end existing under and by vir
Kia, ,nu mineral nguta 11. mm w
uated in the Indian and Oklahoma Territor- - STATEMENT OF FOREIGN CORPORATION
DEPARTMENT OF BTATE
tu of the law of the State of Oklahoma, a
have
:
shall
ies
said
also
the
A.
R.
it
certified eopy of
power KNOW All Men By These Presents: That
Certificate of Incorporacorporation
SNEED,
to establish places of business in the Indian Gypsy Oil Compsny, a corporation organised
tion and Statement designating principal
Secrtary of State.
by virtue of the taw
in thla Btate, agent, etc.,
Territory and the Territory of Oklahoma, and and existing under and
provided by TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS
of Oklato hold director's meetings in auch cities in of Indtan Territory, now the Statebusiness
Seetioa 102, Chapter 79, Lawi of 106.
SHALL COME GREETING:
In
ita
transact
to
Mew Therefore, The laid corporation is here-fc- y
I, R. A. Sneed, Secretary of State of the the Indian and Oklahoma Territories and in homa, and desiring
authorised by the State Corporation Corn-i- n State of Oklahoma, do hereby certify that the auch other places in the territories and states the State of New Mexico, doth hereby make
vflth
the
iaa Ion to transact business in the State of llrst instrument following and hereto attach of the United States aa its stockholders may the following statement in accordance
8t. N. M. Statutes,
Vow Mexico, and the business is such aa say ed is a true and correct copy of Articles of deem advisable; to buy, rent, lease, sell and nmn,l.Das of Section
1915:
of
and
Codification
aublease
all
ho lawfully trantacted by corporation!
ana
machinery tools, apparatus
Agreement
incorporation of Gypsy Oil
m.it eanital atock Is 8500,- under the laws of thia State.
Company of Tulsa, Indian Territory, filed appliances necessary or convenient in drillI
In Testimony Whereof the Chairman May. 23, A. D. 190T, in the office of the Clerk ing, operating and maintaining ita said oil Aanoa nd the amount actually issued is
and Clerk of said Commission have at th TTnited Stat, flnurt nf AnnMla in 4h and gas wells, and other mining rights, and 8600.000.00.
I
hereunto set tkeir hands and affixed Indian Territory, and that the second instru. to store, shin, sell and otherwise dispose of
The character of the business which It
the seal of said Commission, at the ment following and hereto attached ia a true ita gas, oil, and other minerals.
to transact in the State of New Mexico to:
and
oil
for
SEAL City fo Santa Fe, on this 8rd day and correct eopy of the Certificate of Increase
That of prospecting and operating
II.
of May A. D. 1923 .
Ita capital stock Is ten thousand (110,000) gaa and developing oil and gaa mining profiled December 17, 1908 in the office of the
B. MONTOYA,
shares
divided
four
hundred
into
(400)
of
perties and the production ef oil and gas
State
dollars,
of
the
of
State
Oklahoma,
Secretary'
Attest
Acting Chairman
(825) dollars from such properties, and the Bale and pur
the original of each of which is now on file of the par value of twenty-fiv- e
A. L. MORRISON
of oil and gas. and for such purposes
chase
:
each.
and a matter of record in this office
Clerk.
III.
to own, hold and acquire by grant, purchase.'
And I do further certify that under and by
of
said
devise
and lease oil, gss anu oiper iuu.dollars
Ten thouasnd (810.000)
virtue of the Articles of Incorporation of the
gift,
.
onerate
gas , and I
a UMU . ,A
.
w .ink drill and
BTATE OF NEW MEXICO
Gypsy Oil Company of Tulsa, Indian Terr). capital stock actually paid in by the sub CM 1...I.
oil wells; to sell convey, lease ana
State Corporation Commission of New Mexico tory, aforesaid, the said Gypsy Oil Company scribers . hereto.
j
extract
oil,
to
and
lands
other
IV.
and
is duly authorized to do and transact business
Certificate of Comparison
oil, gas
eur-fac- e
The name of the stockholders and the num gas and other minerals from under the
United State of America
)
in the State of Oklahoma aa a domestic cor
and
by
acquired
owned
are
by
of all lands
)"
poration and that the said Gypsy Oil Company ber of shares owned by them respectively
to erect, build, construct and own reser
)
State of New Mexico
is now transacting business in the State of as follows:
r
NUMBER Or' SHAKES voirs, tanks warehouses
NAME
Is Hereby Certified, that the annexed is Oklahoma and is duly authorized to do and
P"f?
. It
.
1
:1
and toola. eauipmenfc, i.u,t.-- i
134
a full, true and complete transcript of the
transact business in the State of Oklahoma F. A. LEOVY
138
Certificate of Incorporation Of
H. Y. ARNOLD
mentalitie. and appliances used in
as a domestic corporation
- --"198
ita business, ana me uo.na-In Testimony Whereof, I hereto set my H. P. LANGWORTHY
GYPSY OIL COMPANY
nd performed
.. ere generally
in Tea, innnv Whereof, tne said r. A.
hand and caused to be affixed the Great
(No. 11676)
an
gas
oil,
Leovy, President of said corporation, M. i. in carrying on and conducting
with the endorsements thereon, as same ap- Soal at State.
Done at the City of Oklahoma City, this Arnold, and H. P. Langworthy, a majority and other mining business.
pears on file and of record in the office of
office in the
m. knur.) nf directors of said corporation.
23rd day of April, 1923.
The location of its principal
the State Corporation Commission.
R. A. SNEED,
have hereunto set their hands tnis' tne una State of New Mexico ia utn,.j...
. In Testimony
Whereof, the State, Cor- the
agent upon
and
D.
State.
of
1907.
A.
MeKinlev
County,
Secretary
(SEAL)
day of May,
,
Wm. LEE ROBERTS,
.
ft, A. lJliUV Z, flCTluc- uwhom process against the ?n"'10 ntwal
'
'
L.
Y.
ARNOLD
H.
Assistant Secretary of State.
be served is Mr. Amos
resident in tuwla.1
H. P. LANGWORTHY,
ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION AND INperson of full sue actually
Directors.
ST:-;- at New Mexico, whose place ot
CORPORATION OF GYPSY OIL
M.
N.
America
COMPANY
of
United States
is Gallup. McKlnley County,
as
Western District
Be It Known, that we, the undersigned,
H.
P.
Indian Territory.
F. A. Leovy, H. Y. Arnold, and
being residents of the Indian Terri- Personally appeared before me, Vona Clay,
-An
horebv voluntarily associate our
i
notary
public in and for the Western Dis seal to be heieunm
.
selves together for the purpose of forming a trict of the Indian Territory, F. A. Leovy, senta to be exeeuieu oy
nnH H. P. Lansrworthy. who ,.t.rv. this 28rd day of April A. p. .iwn. :
private corporation, under anu in pamranre ur v
of an Act of Congress, approved February 18, each on his oath, says, that the matters and (SEAL)
0IL COMpANY
inni .n,i .niltlort "An Act to put in force things in the above and foregoing certificate
Geo. I. Davison, President.
in the Indian Territory certain provisions ofB set out are true, to the beBt of his know-leriirBy
to
corpora-ii'
.
the laws of Arkansas relating
and belief.
Attest: ,
, ,
vA tn mnlcn said Dravisions applicable
W. J. UUtnrie, oecrcmi,.
F. A. LEOVY
ENDORSED
to said territory", and do nereoy eeriuy . nv,
H. Y. ARNOLD,
'.
,
Foreign
H. P. LANGWORTHY.
No. 11677
to
The name of this corporation shall by Gypsy
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
188
7
Vol.
Page
Rec'd.
Cor.
Oil Company.
nOnA Hnv nf Milv. A. D. 1907.
Statement Of
ii
Whereof, I have hereunto set
In
Testimony
'
is
COMPANY
;
GYPSY OIL
The purpose for which this corporation
band and seal of ottice.
formed is to own, hold, and acquire, by jay
Designating Character of Business, Principal
oil
Office, Agent, Etc.
Public.
gift, devise, and lease,
Notary
grant,mnA.purchase,
SEAL)
(NOTARIAL
Filed In Office Of
M her mineral lands in the Indian
aa
June 11, 1910.
to My commission expires
State Corporation Commission Of
No. 02638
Territory, and the Territory of Oklahoma;!
;
wells
New Mexico
and
oil
,
sink, drill, and operate gas
ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT AND INCORMay 8, 19288.80 PM
to sell, convey, lease ana suDiease mi, an
PORATION OF
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
and other lands in the Indian and Oklahoma
GYPSY OIL COMPANY. OF TULSA
JJO to JMS.
Comp.
Territories, and to extract oil, gas and other
INDIAN TERRITORY
minerals from under the surface of all lands Filed in the office of the Clerk of the United
mwtA
to
nnnireH
and
hv
i k
it.
generally States Court of Appeals In the Indian Terrioil
REV. V. B. CLARK
do, perform, carry on and conduct and
this 23rd day of May, 1907.
build, tory,
Wm. P. FREEMAN.
gaa and other mining business ; to erect, wareTO MONTEZUMA COLLEGE
tanks
Clerk.
construct, and own reservoirs,
houses and other receptacles for oil and gas, Recorded Vol. 11, P. 119.
have
and to thia end, said corporation shall
Rev. V. B. Clark has accepted the
power, and ia hereby authorised and empow- State of Oklahoma
offer tendered him by the Montezuma
ered to lease, purchase, own and acquire County of Tulsa,
lands, for the purpose of prospecting for oil,
We, F. A. Leovy, H. P. Langworthy, and Baptist college, Kast Las. Vegas, uev.
A. L. Braymer. resident citlsens of the County Clark will be professor of Spanish and
gaa, and other minerals, and to take land by
to
grant, gift, purchase, deviae and lease ; of of Tulsa, in the Stat of Oklahoma, do here' have
charge of the Spanish Baptist
let, lease, sublease or otherwise dispose
v.;
by certify:
'
church of that city. ' Mrs. Clark will
all gaa, oil and mineral rignia acquired ana FIRST.
"".
.'
owned by it, and to take by purchase, gift,
That we are all of the mem Here at tne have charge of the Spanish missiondevite, grant, teas or other conreyaaoe oil,
tard of Directors of the Gypsy OU Com
section. Mr. and Mrs.
shV
a corpora ttoa create anoer esarter ary field of that
fa and mineral rights in and to Ian,
pany,
Coba
sated ia Us Indiaa and Ohlshesaa TerrHs-is- at
tad May M. A. D. 197, and filed la tb Clark spent a number of years
FOal SALE BY .
4 toia mtirn shall also have power
Their msar
of the Clerk of the United Itatsa Oeurt aa Bandit missionaries.
at
tat
la
IaV
to ostsssmw psesHss
W ttrd
tsKPSaa
mt Apeeala for ladtaa Tsrrttary e
and vicinity wfci
GAJUC3
N
suw of Ma. A. D.
err aa a" arbisd frlsmds ef Gallup
Tai'iis
ec tatar
as a 4 Sbm.--.rsapWal tsaek ef bra tbsmmid it,jrmt) aVsl- - them every sweets in
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and in a short time it will be yours.
If you have delayed placing your order
because of the cash outlay necessaryyou
need wait no longer.
If you have been depriving your family and
yourself of the pleasures and benefits of a
car because you felt that you could not
afford it order now and know that it will
not work any hardship on you. Use the

L.

Srri?

MS

)

to ride and be happy, you and your
Make
the first payment of $5 today
family.
which will be deposited in a local bank at
interest You can add a little each week.
Soon the payments, plus the interest paid
by the bank, will make the car yours.
Come in and learn about this new plan.
So plan

CARRINGTON
MOTOR COMPANY
GALLUP STATE B AMI.
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SPUR LAKE NEWS

PROFESSIONAL

B.

Attest:
A.

L.

.

MORRISON

u th

rAWClU'

MONTOYA.

Clerk.

.(Herald Correspondence)

,

em Fer

f

FROW

Acting Chairman.

But A PCUR
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COONTfRM,

ENDORSED
No.

'
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

1U8J

Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. VU
. April 23, 19S
Notice is hereby given that Melris
!-.Jnllv Af RliianrafaK XT M
January 15, 1918, made homestead enA. t. MORRISON,
'
,
Clerk.
try, No. 034764. for Lota 1. 2.9.11
... .
Comp. JJO to. JMS ...
Section 4, Township UN., Range 11W--N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
IN THE DISTRICT COURT WITHIN intention to make three year Proof, ta
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF establish claim to the land above do
scribed, before U. S. Commissioner, at
McKINLEY AND STATE OF
Grants. Valencia Co.. N. M.. on tha 1'
NEW MEXICO
Tobias Younls,
day of June, 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Plaintiff,
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 7. Pies 184
CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
INCA OIL COMPANY
Filed In Office Of
Stat Corpora ton Commission
Of New Mexico
May (. 192311 AM.

OF

U.

S.

Certificate of InceryeraHen af
INCA OIL COMPANY
Gregory Page, John M.
Sully and J. W. Bontema hehv
HERMAN W. ATKAfS
ounelvea together for the purpose of form
ing a corporation under the laws of tha Htata
of New Mexico, and for that purpose do here- .
ATTORNEY AND
or maxa ana aaopt the following articles of
,
incorporation i
1. The name of said corporation
COUNSELLOR
AT LAW
la
INCA OIL COMPANY
8. The location of Ita office or nrlnalnml
place of business In thia State is the Page
ABVmWNG IATBSi
LKe last weex.
Par I point tm Him. It ante aaefc
Office: . Pag Building ,
Most all the farmers are done plant Buildinjr. Gallup. N. M.. and the mm.
worth Mt Una. flaah
Oswatiu
ine person in enarce thereof noon. whom nro.
ing their crops and there is still rood cess may be served Is J. W. Bontema.
arte. ani ba eamrol la par far if
saaarwos
moisture in the
The objects for which aaid corporation
. . srround
. . . even though is' lormea
Art .Tnlltr 17 M
are:
New Mexico
we inave naai wis oi winds.
GaUap
1. To engage In the oil business nnerallr.
H. J. Snyman, all of Bluewater, N, at.
Tom Karaplis,
Orval M. West went to the Luna, Al including the
exploration, discovering, proA. M. B1SKGERE,
duction,
Defendant,
and
pine Road camp to secure work.
saving, storing, transportation
AT A BARGAIN : Model "D-40- 1
RaoMatA- - '
and
Mr. Andrew Willbank will go to marketing of orude ail, natural gaa, easing
Mitchel Roadster in first class con
head gaa, and casing head gasoline, and other
Pub.
First
29
American
Coal
,
a
April
Gallup
tnia
Company,
week.
opnngervme
Kinorea mineral suostaneaa.
dition Good Top and Curtains muit
Last Pub. May 26
Mr. J. F. West had soma vinitnra
I. To aeauire in any manner ana own.
corporation,
EDMUND R. FRENCH
sell at once See "HH" at Carring- Garnishee.
from Quenada last week. We have lease, mortgage, or in any way disooaa of all
and any kind of real property or any right,
ton motor co.
Lawyer
NOTICE OF SUIT
not learned who. They. were hunting title
or estate therein and abo buildings,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Member Bar: Supreme Court United some one who had corn to sell. But structures,
or facilities of any kind and also To The Above Named Defendant
FOR SALE: Three good. milk
tools
and
machin
fixtures,
m
driling
appliances,
Court
of
Department of the Interior
New
Lake
had
States, Supreme
everybody
Spur
planted ery, riga, tanks and pumping stations and You are hereby notified that auit
cows at Swatzell's Feed Yard.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Mexico.
all they had.
aaBBBaBBaaaaana)
any and all kinds of fixturea or personal pro- nas been filed by tne above named
Herbert Bastion of Gruntersberg perty, and also water rights, lands easements, mnitin and is now- - pending aeainst
April 28, 1923
Cffict: SOS Coal Avenue,
FOR SALE: Setting eggs, white
was at Beards store Wednesday and rights of way and also all stocks, bonds and the
Notice is hereby given that Robert
.above named Defendant, in the
assets
of
or
to
other
obligations
corporations,
Leghorns, Plymouth Kocks, etc. Ap
also visiting at Hedricks store.
Cox. of Ramah. N. M.. who. nn
the fullest extent which may be deemed neces- uistnct uourt or McKinley County,
ply to J. E. Williams.
We want to call Mr. Iehl's attention sary or desirable in carrying
made Homestead en
out any of the new mexico, said suit being number
MARTIN
CHAPMAN,
to "seeing" the wind blow. As this is objects of said corporation.
ea ZU94 on the docket of said court tries, No. 034272, 035771, for SSE14.
seven
OK
the first time we have been able to 8. To borrow money in order to carry out The
AttorneysAt-La- w
said objects and to secure the payment thereobject and purpose of said suit NWV4. SW(4, Section 4,
Studebaker. Apply to Henry Mc
learn of anyone "seeing" the wind and of
Township
OFFICES:
by the issuance of bonds debentures, and to is to recover judgment against said
Dermott.
would like to know what it looked like. mortgage,
pledge, or hypothecate ad security Defendant in the sum of three hundred ION, Range 15W. N. M. P. MeridarL
for
for
the
filed
As
has
thereof
in
the
the
said
of
notice
of
payment
property
to make
mesquitos
Alaska, it
Gallup, New Mexico.
sixty and seventy six hundredths dol three year Proof, to intention
company, real, personal or mixed.
has Arkansas beat just a little.
FOR SALE 1920 Ford Roadster
establish claim ta
4. To do any and all thines or acts and lars and interest theron at the rate of
land
the
above described, before U. S
with starter and demountable rims
They are so large there. They kill to
and in any way deal with any and six per cent per annum from Decern
cows and take the bell off and climb all acquire
In good condition. "N. E. F." Herald,
Commissioner, at Ramah, N. M., on
kinds of property and to make and enter ber 26, 1921, on an account stated
by
15.
DR. M. M.
upon a stump and ring it for the calf. into any and all kinds of contracts, agree- and between said Plaintiff and De the
day of June, 1923.
ments or obligations which may be deemed
Claimant names as witnesses:
necessary, expedient, convenient or incident fendant on December 27, 1921 in the
AGENT
to carry out or effectuate any purposes of sum aforesaid and for costs
WANTED: The J. R.
James, Thos. A MerrilL
of the .J.G.Willard
this corporation.
FOR SALE
Provided, however, that within
Frank Nicolls. all
Watkins Company will employ a lady
Sawyer.
for
of
and
Clinic Building.
a
writ
suit;
Gallup
garnish
the same may not be in conflict with Conor gentleman agent in Gallup. Wat-kistitution and the laws of the State of New ment against the above named srarni Ramah, N.M.
Products are known everywhere
Mexico and of the United States.
A. M. BERGERE,
New Mexico
Gallop
shee, Gallup American Coal Company,
1923
IV. The' amount of the total authorised a
and our salespeople make big in
Roffioto .
and for judgment
corporation,
capital stock of said corporation shall be Six
comes. Investigate this opportunity.
(1754)
Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars, which shall against the Defendant for such other
Full particulars and valuable samples
be divided into Sixty Five Thousand shares of and further relief as preyed for in First Pub. Mav 5
the par value of Ten Dollars each.
tent free to hustlers who mean busi
The Plaintiff's
complaint filed in said Last Pub. June 2
amount of the capital stock with which said cause.
nesa. Write today, The J. R. Watkins
will
commence
shall be Three
corporation
TOURING
Company, Dept. 88, Winona, Minn.
Thousand Dollars.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
The said Defendant is hereby notiTHE
t
V. The names and Post Office addresses fied to appear before said court and
of thn Tntarinr
of the incorporators and the number of shares answer unto the
See Bellmaiae at Ice Plant
FOR SALE: Registered
Plaintiff's complaint U. S. Department
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
subscribed for by each and heretofore paid
Mamoth breed, 1150 cash, or will trade
on
or before the 18th day of June. A,
in to tne treasury of said company, are as xol
lows :
for young mare, weighing 1400 lbs. or
April 28, 1928
v. I'JZS, ana unless said Defendant
100 shares, Gallup. New Mexico
Gregory
Notice is herahv civon fhnf r.n
Page.
more. Address: J.. D. Mowrer. nam
so
does
will be ren
(ZUNI)
appear
judgment
J. W. Bontema, 100 shares Gallup, New Mexico dered
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
4t
ah, N.M.
aeainst him in said cause as Maldonado. of Palmw Ranh M
M. Sully, 100 shares, Hurley, New Mex
8tata Caraeratien Cmaiiuian of New Miileo John
AND RESTAURANT
ICO.
for by said Plaintiff, and the who, on April 7, 1920, made Homepreyed
Certificate af Fiilnf
stead entry. No. 039154. for
1
VI. The term of the corporate existence said Defendant shall be in default.
Unlte Statet of America
FOR SALE: Eleven head of milk
)
of said company shall be Twenty-fiv- e
DAVID SULLIVAN, Mgr.
years
Section 30,
cows. Must be sold at once. Priced
Plaintiff's attorney is H. W. At and 2 and EH
State of New Mexico
)M
from the date of filing thia certificate.
Township 13N., Range 13 West, N. M.
low. See J. E. Williams.
It U Hereby Certified, that there waa filed
VII. The names of the Directors who are kins, whose postoffice address is Gal- P.
Meridan, has filed notice of intenfor record in the office of the State Co- to. act as such for the first three months lup, N. M.
tion to make three vear Proof t
rporation Commiuion of the State af New after filing this certificate are:
ZUNI, NEW MEXICO
Three Rooms, good furniture for
hand
Witness
seal
said
of
and
Mexico,, on the Fifth da of May A. D. 1923 :
my
establish claim to
JOHN M. SULLY
at It o'clock A. M.
court at office, Gallup, New Mexico. scribed, before U. S.the land above desale, all in one lot, at 305 South
J. W. BONTEMS
Commissioner, at
'
GREGORY
PAGE
Fifth Street.
CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
on this 4th day of May, A. D. 1923.
The Directors are hereby expressly authoriwwnaa, iuciuniey VO. JN. M., On thO
OF
NAT
(SUAl
GARCIA,
'
12
to
"
of
enact
ised
and
make
such
1923.
INCA Oil, COMPANY
,
prudential by
day
June,
13.00 down puts an Underwood
Clerk of the District Court
RUIZ & OVERSON
Wherefore: The incorporators named in laws as seem to them best for governing the
Claimant names as witnesses:
: .
of the First Judicial District
Typewriter in your office or home,
said Certificate of Incorporation, and who affairs of said corporation, and may like
Leandro J. Martinez, of Polm
Attorneys-At-LaWrite for Catalogue. Southwestern
have limed the aame, and their luccensora and wise alter same.
within and for the County
In Witness Whereof, we have hereunto set
Ranch, N. M.. Don I.orita n Am
auiffita are hereby declared to be from tnia
of
Typewriter Co., Grants, New Mexico
Mexico.
New
McKinley.
our
handa
and
seals
this
4th day of. May,
Practice in all Courts of
date until the 6th day of May, Nineteen Hun- Sanchez, of Palmer Ranch, N. M., Vin-cen- te
1788)
(1786)
area and Forty Eight, a Corporation by the 1923.
v
'
Otero, of San Mateo, N. M., Sil-vesGREGORY PAGE
(SEAL) First Pub. May 5
New Mexico
name ana lor tne our Doses aet forth in mid
Arizona
(SEAL) Last Pub.
i, W. BONTEMS
Miribal, of San Rafael, N.
uerttflcate.
26
Two room furnished appartments
May
JOHN M. SULLY,
(SEAL)
(No. 11(83)
A. 01. BtKliCKrJ,
,
J
to
Mexico
and
State
of
New
$20.00
)
per
water, $12.50
lights
In Teetlmony Whereof, the State Cor
JOHN WITT HENDRIX
month. Inquire 500 North Second
poration Commiaiion of the State of
In
of
the
Pub.
matter
the
First
)
May 5.
New Mexico hu caused this eertifi
County of McKinley
Street.
Paster of The Metbxdist Church .
:
Before me, a Notary Public, In and for the Estate of Granville Brock,
No. 218 Last Pub. June 2
.
cite to be lined by ita Chairman and
, .
State
SEAL
aforesaid
and
aaid
the
aeal
of
be
per
to
aforesaid,
Commiuion
Residence 300 8rd Street
Deceased.
County
W.
and
aoneared.
Gregory
affixed
J.
Fe
on
the
of
at
Santa
sonally
Page
TO RENT: A neat cottage to
City
IN THE PROBATE COURT WITHIN
Phone No. 288.
Bontema personally known to me to ba the
thi
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
5th day of May A. D. 1923.
couple with no children, who will cook At Home in the Study 8 to 11:3(1 A. M
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
'
B. MONTOYA,
persons who subscribed the above certificate
exfor two people. Use of dining room
Attest
McKINLEY AND STATE
Department of the Interior
Acting Chairman, of incorporation, and certified that they
7:00 to 8:30 P. M.
And
A. L. MORRISON,
ecuted the same as their free and voluntary
and kitchen. Address: Box 457, "A,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
OF NEW MEXICO
Service At All Hours.
At
Your
Clerk.
and
deed.
act
M. C," City.
.
Witness
April 28rt 1923
my hand and notarial seal this NOTICE OF FINAL SETTLEMENT
4th day of May, 19ZS.
Notice is hereby given that Dells
NOTICE IS HERBY GIVEN: That
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Daniel W. Bentems,
State' Corporation Ceaualssiem af New Mexico
FOR RENT: T h e e furnished
Notary Public the undersigned administrator of the Davidson, of Zuni, New Mexico, who,
Certificate af Cesnparisen
rooms, modern apartment. 403 E,
(SEAL)
partnership estate of Granville Brock on May 1st. 1918, made Homestead
DR.
State
H.
United
PAUL
BENNETT
of America
)
1920.
Feb.
Hill Ave. Phone 208-- 3 Rings.
12,
My commission expires
and W. B, Johnson,
of
doing Application, No. 035301, for NW
State of New Mexico
)
DENTIST
business under the style and firm Section 10, Township 7 North, Rango
' TO RENT: Furnished room and
It Is Hereby Certified, that the annexed State of New Mexico
name of Brock & Johnson, has filed 20 West, New Mex. Principal Merila a full, true and complete
Office: Worm Building
transcript of the
board for one: or two who will room
his final report and petition for dis dan, has filed notice of intention to
fjiimfv nf Santa Fe
CERTIFICATE
OF INCORPORATION
St.
E.
159
Sullivan
New Mexico
Before me, a Notary Public, in and for
.
OF
Gallop
together.
charge as such administrator: and make three year Proof, to establish
perstate
and
aforesaid,
INCA OIL COMPANY
the aforesaid county
the above entitled court has set claim to the land above described, bethat
M.
John
personally
Sully
18
appeared
1U88)
cents
sonally
(No.
Home Grown Baby Chix,
ma to he the Berson who subscribed the 4th day of June, 1923, as the time fore United States Commissioner, at
b
as
the
endorsements
with
apgame
thereon,
each. Ready for delivery June 1. Send
certificate of incorporation, and cer-tif- and place for a hearing of any and all Ramah, McKinley Co. New Mexico, oil
pears on fila and of record in the of fie of the above
in your order and deposit NOW. One- that they executed the same as their free
the State Corporation Commission.
t
objections to said final report and the 12 day of June 1923.
In Testimony whereof, the State Co- and voluntary aet and deed.
fourth with order, balance u. u. v.
Claimant names as witnesses:
petition for discharge, and any and
seal
5th
thia
and
notarial
of the State of
Witness my hand
rporation Commission
Call at Otto Cornaggia Poultry Farm,
all matters causes, or things touching
Aniceto Gonsalez, of Salt Lake,
New Mexico has caused thia certifi- day of May, 1923.
5-Zt
er Phone 203-3- R.
A. iJ. siunniavn.
cate to be signed by ita Chairman and
the administration of said partnership Catron County. ' New Mexico. J. B.
SEAL the aeal of aaid Commission, to be
Notary Public.
estate; and that at said time and place Hill, of Zuni, McKinley County, New
affixed at the City of Santa Fa on
FOR RENT: By May 26, three
GENERAL ENGINEERING
all matters shown by said final report Mexico, Nemecino Gonsalez, of Salt
thia 6th day of May A. D. 1923.
My commission expires Feb, 9, 1927
furnished.
modern

1

"tmiy

Mr. Pennington took Miss Serine to
Magdalena Thursday. Her school at
Uruntersberg has closed and she will
soon be at her home in Ft. Summers.
Mr. Anderson from Arizona, and
mr. wiicoxaon were callers at Hed
ricks store Wednesday.
Ben Rogers of Luna was in Spur
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H. W. BROSE, M. E.

room

apartment
E. Hill. Phone 128-3-

403
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FOR SALE

Architectural

Service

la

Connection

set

of Four vols. International
Library of Technology, 1922. ManaA

and petition for discharge and all Lake. Catron County. New Mexico.
other matters touching the adminis Jesus Mazon of Zuni, McKinley Coun
tration of said partnership estate will ty, new Mexico.
be passed upon and determined by said
A. M. BERGERE,

PRACTICE

It

gement of Gas engines, Carbureters,
eumbusttion and Fuels, etc. Covers
Auto Engines and all Auto devices.
'
EDMUND R. FRENCH

court.

TRADE WITH THE

210M WEST R. R. AVENUE
NEW MEXICO
GALLUP,

Reariater.

W. B. JOHNSON,

CITY MARKET

(1756)

First Pub. May 5
Administrator.
Witness my hand and official seal Last Pub, June 2
this Jst day of May, 1923, at Gallup
'
New Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NAT GARCIA,
,
(SEAL)
Department of the Interior
Clerk.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
(1768)
April 28, 1923.
First Pub. May 5.
Notice is hereby given that Don,
Last Pub. May 26.
aciano Mares; of Ramah, N. M who,
on August 10, 1918, made Additional
STATE LAND SELECTIONS
Homestead Kntlry, Na 033473, foi
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR SEM Section 6, Township 7 North,
United States Land Office Santa Range 16 West. N. M. P. Meridian.
has filed notice of intention to make
Fe, New Mexico, April 14, 1923
three year Proof, to establish claim to
Notice is hereby given that the the land
above described .before U.
State of New Mexico, by virtue of S.
Commissioner, at Ramah, McKinley
Acts of Congress has selected, through
im. oi., on the lis day or June,
u.
this office, the following lands:
..
1923.
No.
046406
List 8878
Serial
Claimant names as witnesses:
T.
Sec.
S
NEK,
NEKNEU,
30,
Inez Peralto, of Ataraue.. N. M.
16N., R. 19W., 120 acres. N, M. P. M. Valentine Marino, of Ramah. N. M..
Protests or ' contests against any Juan Chavez y Jaramillo, of Raman,
or all of such selections may be filed N. M., Remijo Barela, of Atarque, N.
in this office at any time before final
i
A. If. BERGERE,
approval - ,
A M. BERGERE, '
(1737)
Register.
i 1
Bectiter.
(1767)
Firs Pub. April 21, "28 ...
First Pub. May 5
Last Pub. Juno
Last Pub. Way 19, 23
i
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THE OLD RELIABLE

;

FOR RENT Three room modern,!
furnished, for rent. Inquire at St.
Charles hotel, Room 2.

WHERE YOU CAN GET THE

I

R. R. BELL

All persons are cautioned against
using boats on Mariana Lake unless
they have'' paid up their membership

Public Stenographer

,
I

card." .;.

'9

HOURS:

MARIANA GUN CLUB
"
':..':

1

A. M. to 12

to 5 P. M.

Room 19

j

BEST CORN FED PACKING

HOUSE BEEF, PORK, VEAl

j

MUTTON AND CHICKENS

j

Page Bulklinl

Telephone

.

No. 149

We SeU Coupon

Few persons can be aa determined
a woman who hu decided to waah
her hair and man who hu made vp
hla mind to go fishing.
,

Booka

at

10

Per Cent Discount .Phone 64

as

DANNSH DRUG

STC2

Ago not only eomei on aaaeo
lomottmot it gallopo..
.

ut

QUALITY

W. E. SAWYER Prop- .-

SERVICE

j

.

t

Tc!;t5,Lr--a.Vir- .7

fiuit fen.

lr

'liW-- n

W

'

would be sufficient to clock ds- vlnnmeht bv neonls really
wishing to drill is so great that
the governor's argument seems
to be foolish. I am sorry that
he should have determined upon or that. he has been induced
to accept it policy as to the oil
leases which cannot possibly
encourage development, which
will be reasonably sure to re
tard it. and which will reduce
the revenues which the state
should have from the lands and
which it can obtain without dif
ficulty under the existing con
ditions as to oil development.
"This whole matter was

.ems

1

J

,

C(buumDIA TALKING X.0ACK1M2
Typo

Regular Price vC3 Q12S.O0

G-- 2,

If you will start today and continue to
make REGULAR deposits, you are SUMS to
:

.

oil
threshed out; the
lease was argeed upon as being
nrice in a wildcat
as
and
being a fair price
field,
for the .state, senator gun,
5-c-

NOW

NOIV

Means Saving Now

whn

T

have an independent old age. It is this regularity more than the amount that counts.

uWderatand was awarded
lease by the

the first

new land commissioner, was
one of tljose roost active in e
lucent lease under
the former land administration,
as being a gift from the state
to oil lease speculators, it
seems to bad to go back to a
policy that has been tried and
found bad, when a policy that
is sound and mat nas ueen
working well for a year or
more is to be abondoned. ;
More. Than a Hope
"T know that amoncr xil men
of the best standing there is
mnro than a hoDe that oil will
be discovered in New Mexico
in commercial quantities in the
erv Tipnr future. I know that
men who really wish to drill for
oil in this state and wno are
op-th-

Sale Fen
Oime

A.

WeelkOially

--

c
'

(Herald Correspondence)
On Saturday last Ramah enjoyed
barn dance at the Mowrer ranch.
The event was one of the many which
honhave been given the last week m leavor of the Calkins family who are
ing Ramah on May 18th. The music
was furnished by T. Fallon, C. W.
Davis, and Hubert Merrill. A good
time was had by all.
Mr. and Mrs. Calkins and daughter,
at afterMargaret were entertained
noon tea on Wednesday afternoon by
Mrs. Evon Z. Vogt.
Mr. and Mrs. Calkins and family
were pleasantly surprised on Wednesday evening by a large goup of friends
and neighbors who came in to spend
the evening with them.
Miss Clea Davis entertained a small
coterie of friends on Monday evening
In honor of Edgar Calkins who is

wic.

M M

M

mV M

1 Wt

on4
J- which Governor Hinkle has ap
proved m a published statement, is not for the best interests of the state in any regard
and is in no way consistent witn
the policy of efficiency, econoolinvln laavinfl. Ramah. At a late dsv Khn returned to Ramah. Shn vran my and sound, business methhour the hostess served delectable re accompanied by Spencer and Kenneth ods which
Governor Hinkle
Sully.
freshments.
us."
Mr. Spencer and Kenneth Sully of promised
The 1 HIT at school term closed on
I

r -

l

l

i

11

were the dinner guests at the
May 11th after a most successful year. Gallup
t
Duane Lewis, Lucille Awl, Frankle Voe-- ranch on Mav 11th. The after
rimiaon and Leslie Clauson received dinner diversion was bridge.
Miss Ina Hamblin gave a large
eight grade diplomas. On Friday the
whole school enjoyed a picnic at
party at the Hamblin ranch on May
Falls. Excellent fishing was re em. rieasam entertainment was
by dancing and games.
ported below tne xaiis.
Mrs. u. j. vogt, miss auzaoein
Mrs. L. E. Hatley gave a small din
ner party on Wednesday evening. Tne Vflfft. nnH Mm. THnmaa Rcniffnri mn.
guests oi honor were tne uaiain s xam-il- tored into Gallupn on Thursday.
I
H I
Se-bo-

y.

Mrs. Munger left on Sunday to
spend a few weeks at the home of her

sister in Whitewater. From there she
will go to Los Angeles to visit her
father.
called to Bots- H T. V. TTntlav
ford, Texas last wee By tne suouen w
nesa ox his xatner.
Miss Betty Vogt spent the week
end of May 13th in Gallup. On Tues- -

m
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SUNDAY

.

Thos. H. Ince Production

"THE SOUL OF THE BEAST"
Edutmtional Comedy
"DOG SENSE"
WEEKLY NEWS

MONDAY
Repeating
"THE SOUL OF THE BEAST

TUESDAY
Another Ince Production
turing Frank Keenaa in
"SCARS OP JEALOUSY-TOPICOF THE DAY
AESOPS FABLES

feaS
?

WEDNESDAY

waa uivuvcu, uvvu a oiiv.
which had been erected on the

south side of the field and the
story of the direct hit was told
by the shower of debris which
filled the air. This, to most of
the people present, was the
most impressive spectacle of
all, for it typified the irresisti
ble character ox an air attack
structures or f
upon ground
'

Repeating
"SCARS OF JEALOUSY"

THURSDAY
Priscilla Dean in '
"THE FLAME OF LIFE"
Pollard Comedy
"I'LL TAKE VANILLA"

FRIDAY
Repeating
"FLAME OF LIFE"

SATURDAY

a

pu

A

,

m,

aidu-miarmi-

J5

-

SHOW 7:45

An exhibit of flvine bv three
Ilsreb stcrethzl
Star Comedy
riant GAX trinlanes followed All
"FREE
to
xzxti
egsylfcdhf the drone of their motors be MermaideADJ"
Two Reel Comedy
ing deafening as they sped
"KICKOUT
alone but a few hundred feet WEEKLY NEWS
in the air.
Master Serert. R. W. Bottriel.
iur. ana jars. a. a. uauuns ana ram-il- y
one of the most expert paraCOMING SO0- Nleft Ramah on Friday for their
chute jumpers in the army,
Norma Talmadge in
home in Colorado Springs. Mr. and
Mrs. Calkins taught at the Ramah
made a thrillinsr iumD from a
"THE VOICE OF THE
school last year and by their efficient
MINARET"
o f about 2,000 feet.
height
and progressive methods greatly imJohn Stahl Production featuring
Sergtt. Bottriel, is one of 'the
proved the tone of the school system.
Lewis Stone in
"
Hick-aWe're not satisfied with just men, according to Maj
They have made many friends, and
"THE pANGEROUS AGE"
will be greatly missed in Ramah. They
We're
radio
whom
sets.
is
to
the
telling you
army highwill co home bv automobile, ana will
selling radio enjoyment the ly indebted for brinffine the
visit many points of interest en route.
the news, the lectures, arm parachute to its present
music,
to
will
go
They
Albuquerque by way the stories of the whole world
stage of perfection. For some CLASS OF SHRINERS
oi an Kaeiei ana urants. ai
and it's our job to see that time the sergeant
was stationed
thpv will atrike thn Santa Fe
, INITIATED MONDAY NIGHT
Trail, and follow it for the rest of you get them better and clear
at
McCook
where
he
and
Field,
ar and from farther awav than a few others
of their journey. They expect to spend
Geo. Keepers, J. F. Jackson and
experimented unsome time at Acoma and santa r e.
ever believed possible. til
Franke went over to Albuquer-au- e
Charlie
f you've
the present type was brought
Mr R J. Vnirt. Mr. C. W. Voet. and
and witness the initia
to
s
to
and
easy
If
inexpensive
The American type tion of assist
Miss Katherine Vogt left Ramah for
a class of Shriners Monday
Radiol Make your home into being.
enjoy
nas oeen adopted as night. Those in the class from Gallup
El Paso on May 7th. On the way
a bright spot, with the world paracnute
Fred Hale, R. J. Kamfner, W.
stopped at Hot Springs to take baths.
standard
by
England, France were:
tell
us
Let
entertainer!
as
your
Thev will attend the 50 vears of Pro
S. Barlow and Roy Smith. The class
and
Italy.
numbered 31, candidates from all
gress celebration in El Paso while vou how we can help you how
Lieuts. Cannon and Strick parts of the state.
there. They will visit Juarez to see simple it all is to pick up the
the Bull Fights in that quaint old
nearby broadcasting station.or, land with their ballon chase
V.o
aViaanoa nf Mr. TCvnn
;..
with more elaborate sets, the through the sky brought the
is
Kluckhohn
acting
Vogt, Mr. Clyde
from other states. program to a close.
broadcasting
SAY MOM!
sec
as custodian ot El Morro ana as
talk
Com
in
and
it over. We're In
The Kellv Field band nlaveri
retary of the Ramah Commercial Club. business for your satisfaction, and
An evrrpmnlv beneficial rain fell in
durinc the nerformance nf the THAT'S BETTER
that's why we're selling the most fa
the Ramah valley the night of May mous and
aerial circus and added not a THAN UNB1ENT
complete and altogether
13th. Crop .conditions were mucn im
reliable line of radio equipment in
little to the pleasure of the
oroved.
.
Eaano the Jspmi
the world.
Oil win BOfitfoalr Bustar
crowd. '
A
have
mo
Mr Prank ul and familv
your achat and pats
Exhibit Attracts Many
ved from their old place four miles
quicker than aarthinf
C. N. COTTON
ra hen tmr ued OB
east of Ramah to a homestead in the
The exhibit in Hangar No. 12
YOUR MONEY BACK.
yf
Zuni Mountains.
a Uttla la and
Jmt rotaseha
and the adjoining lot, was unrirkt oat
rub tkt
COMPANY
Henry Clauson and Mrs. Liauson
der the command of Capt. HarPfaysieUuis sttm that
a short time sco from an ex
Is miles ahead of
Bnareo
RADIO DEPARTMENT
tended trip to Hot Springs ana otner
ry Young and proved nearly as
Hutment Uaka ran own
teat. Oat a bottle today
Their charming daughter,
points.
interesting to many as the perMioa .Tnannhine. remained in Albuauer
Berelief
from strain, sprain,
formances of the airmen.
OomforthiB
tiutkoritnl Otwln fn
rheumatism. Breaks np sold m obast A
que to continue her course in vocal
Jenwith
the
M.
for toothaeha,
A.
ginning
"flying
Oodsad at I
culture.
... .
Work on the irrigation ditches nas
ny" used in the instruction
been in proeress during the past week
flights the line contained four
A SECRET FROM JAPAN
under the direction oi iur. jonn
DeHaviland pursuit planes,
ney.
Mnrea
one Snad. a Thomas
BANNER DRUG STORE
waa the honor
Mioo Ffhnl Tjwi
nf the Ramah hi eh school for
fighting planed an SE-- a Fok-e-r,
a TA-- 3 type used in the
the last year. Dixon Calkins ranked
dera. Mrs. J. H. Till. Ellis Till, J.-second.
of pilots, an AXB-1army aviators were on display,
training
Si Vanrfer Wacon of Zuni is now Till, William Turner Jr., W. Dash- a GAX bomber and a Martin also other eauipment used in
lo.r Mr mi) Mra. C. IS. Sahin. MiSSeS
driving the mail truck.
' ,
bomber.
his work in the air. This in
Many tourists are now traversing Eva, Lucille and Katherine Sabin,
The big machines used for cluded skeletons of the wings
aiorro- - Margaret Arr, J. wadfora ana unuiy,
the
4 aimlatviAa
trrlaaa Miiln.'
Rranta road. InJCriDtion KOCX AM A. M. Washburn, H. R. BeU, Mr. and dronninsr bombs deemed to at
1a Wmi X meeca for many nic Mrs. C. W. Davis, Genevieve Davis, tract the most attention. Bombs ment used by the aviators, aer
ni nartiea from GalluB and VicinitV, Opal Bursum, r, Keiiara oz uaiiup. n.
cameras and photographs
Uam than aivtv nannia Tiiiiaa uiv if M. W. nilllnn of Kanon. Mont.: were in the containers under ial
Peters- - the wings with machine guns made by airmen, bomb drop- of
Saint
Monument
last Sunday. Elisabeth .Lillian C. Wadford
VI .
rk
at ....
tluL.AL burg, ruu: u. 1. wupa
noi rvona, an., mounted in place, t -Dreaaei. Miks Danghtery, John Ue- - Georria E. Taylor of 2vrtoa, Colo.;
Ul benb. ntcbirj rua
in tne htrrtT; vanoca
HMHll..
wr
LTV.
'lUnD. I - and U. U wise a
of
the
tions
by
Ving4
on
plxnu
Um visitors
CJaad Liberty asd CerUi
Carotins Kelley, Miss Kargaret
hmj
m

u

each, equipped with
bombs and machine guns, first
took the air and after maneuvering in formation for a time
straightened out in line and
passed over a group oi targets
set on the extreme south side of
the flying field, bmoke bombs
were, wPPd;e.
cloud
, .
giving the crowd an idea of
?
"
"T
returning each plane released
eun
at
of
machine
a- salvo
fire
the targets, which were literal- 4B's,-

.re
rS&i&ZiurZ
understand h been 5f
eiven
to
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formations of five DeHaviland
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REX PROGRAM
FOR NEXT WEEK
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(Continued

v,b

be forced to dicker with mere
speculators wno nave gaxnerea
in vast tracts of state lands
. m. ...i
i
j -- i wrtnoui any reai u oi uevcopment and wholly with a view
at wnat-to prom upon
. . u a.uaA k AS
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Jewelry
Store
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Kelly Field
Aviators Coming
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do
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"The Old Dank"

mA t.y ta
their business directly with
the state officials, even at a
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THE HONOR OF

A Flower
fragrant Flower
Pure, spotless and tender is thesadness
and honor
that conveys our message of love,,
have died
who
of
our
country
heroes
to those great

..
might live!
And Flowers express that sentiment better than
to
your
anything else in life. We are equippedcall fill
to make
orders for Memorial Day. Phone us or
reservations.
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THE CANDY SHOP
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